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Executive Summary 

Energy storage is crucial for integrating intermittent renewable energy sources into 

the electricity grid. Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) will be ill-suited for this application 

owing to scarce lithium resources. Sodium-ion batteries (NIBs), based on globally 

abundant sodium resources, would be ideal candidates for grid storage batteries. Over 

the past four years, some NIB cathodes have been reported with performance 

rivalling LIB cathodes. No suitable anode has been shown to exhibit all qualities 

expected of a grid storage battery electrode material. These are primarily low cost, 

followed by a high degree of safety, long cycle life (in excess of 4,000 cycles) and 

high efficiency. Energy density is a secondary factor. The objective of this thesis, 

hence, is to develop such NIB anodes. 

The sodium storage performance of the earth-abundant sodium titanate family is 

explored in this thesis. In particular, the phases Na2Ti6O13 and Na2Ti3O7 were chosen. 

Na2Ti6O13, synthesized in high yield by an inexpensive solution-based method, is 

shown to fulfill all requirements expected of a grid storage NIB anode: long cycle life 

(exceeding 5,000 cycles), high degree of safety (till 500 °C) and high efficiency. A 

2.5 V NIB was fabricated with Na2Ti6O13 as proof-of-concept displaying very stable 

cycling. Its sodium storage mechanism is discussed to explain such good 

performance. While this material does not suffer from any drawbacks with grid 

storage batteries in mind, its storage capacity of 50 mAh/g can always be improved.  

Sodium storage in Na2Ti3O7 was hence investigated. Solid-state synthesis of 

Na2Ti3O7, resulting in micrometre sized particles, demonstrated theoretical capacity 

of 178 mAh/g (storing two moles of sodium per mole of Na2Ti3O7) at very low 

average voltage of 0.3 V vs Na/Na
+
. However, it displayed poor cycling stability as 

well as inadequate high rate performance. Kinetic studies revealed a relatively high 

sodium chemical diffusion coefficient for this material. To exploit this, a unique 
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solvothermal synthesis was employed to synthesize sub-micrometre Na2Ti3O7 

particles embedded in a carbon matrix. This morphology resulted in excellent high 

rate performance up to 40 C (1.5 min response), though the cycling stability was not 

improved.  

It was discovered that if Na2Ti3O7 is allowed to store ≤ one mole of sodium (resulting 

in 89 mAh/g of capacity), the resulting Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 sodium storage 

pathway displayed excellent efficiency, very fast response of 80 C (45 s), a long cycle 

life (1,500 cycles) and good stability until a safe temperature of 376 °C. More 

importantly, this pathway led to the lowest ever reported voltage for any non-carbon 

based NIB anode at 0.2 V vs Na/Na
+
. Its utilization in a full NIB in the coin cell 

format is shown to result in the highest voltage plateau (4.0 – 3.7 V) for any non-

carbon based NIB reported thus far, with excellent stability, efficiency and rate 

performance. Hence, it is believed that this anode pathway may be a stellar choice 

resulting in high energy density grid storage NIBs. 

In the course of sodium storage evaluation of these materials, some observations were 

made which furthered understanding of sodium batteries. It was found that sodium 

metal is a good reference electrode but not a good counter electrode. This is because 

it can exhibit extremely high polarization (as much as 0.2 V vs Na/Na
+
). Furthermore, 

depending on the electrolyte used, it may lead to a peculiar voltage step. These factors 

make data interpretation of the working electrode difficult in a two-electrode 

electrochemical experimental configuration. It is, hence, recommended that three-

electrode cells be used to evaluate the sodium storage properties of electrode 

materials in NIB research.  
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Research Highlights of this Thesis 

The following are the most significant findings of this thesis: 

1. The sodium storage performance of the anode Na2Ti6O13 has been thoroughly 

investigated for the first time through various techniques. An inexpensive and 

high yield water-ethanol based synthesis was devised which resulted in 

Na2Ti6O13 nanorods capable of demonstrating an outstanding cycle life of 

5,000 cycles for the first time for sodium-ion battery anodes. 

2. A new phenomenon in sodium batteries has been discovered which relates to 

a voltage step in the galvanostatic profiles of flat-potential electrode 

materials. This voltage step is actually not caused by the working electrode, 

but instead arises due to an increased polarization of the sodium metal 

serving as the counter electrode.  

3. It was discovered that sodium metal may be a good reference electrode, but it 

is not a good counter electrode. Apart from the voltage step phenomenon, its 

polarization in general can be very high such that it does not operate close to 

0.0 V vs Na/Na
+
 but could operate higher than 0.2 V vs Na/Na

+
, depending on 

the C rate. The use of three-electrode cells for the evaluation of 

cathodes/anodes meant for sodium-ion batteries is highly encouraged. Such 

results seem to be unique to sodium batteries as corresponding processes 

have not been reported in lithium batteries. 

4. For the first time, a completely new intermediate phase of Na3-xTi3O7 has 

been discovered and isolated through glavanostatic cycling studies of the 

known anode Na2Ti3O7. If this newly discovered Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 

pathway is allowed to operate as an anode, then this pathway results in the 

lowest voltage redox activity at 0.2 V vs Na/Na
+
 ever reported for any non-

carbon based sodium-ion battery anode along with negligible polarization, 
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excellent high rate performance with response times of 45 s (80 C rate) and 

long cycle life of 1,500 cycles at 1 C rate. 

5. The performance of the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 pathway in a full sodium-ion 

cell coupled with the high voltage cathode Na3V2(PO4)2F3 was found to be 

extremely stable highlighted by the highest voltage plateau for any non-

carbon based sodium-ion battery ever reported between 4.0 – 3.7 V resulting 

in high energy density.  
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1.1 Preface to Chapter 1 

A concise background of the place of sodium-ion batteries in helping usher in the age 

of renewable sources of energy is firstly provided. Next, a few fundamentals in NIBs 

are given with an emphasis on providing a good balance between theoretical concepts 

and working knowledge such that even an inexperienced reader who is not familiar 

with batteries can grasp the major results of this thesis. This will be followed by a 

comprehensive literature review which will present the most significant research 

conducted in this field. Finally, the objectives of the thesis will be stated, followed by 

a description of how this thesis is structured.   
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1.2 Introduction 

The role of mankind in climate change has been firmly established over the past few 

years.
1
 There is an urgent need to shift our dependence on energy from dirty fossil 

fuels to environmentally friendly and sustainable sources, more out of a desire to halt 

this global warming trend than out of fear of the fossil fuel reserves from 

extinguishing. In this regard, renewable sources of energy, such as solar, wind or 

tidal, would play a major role. These renewable sources of energy, unfortunately, 

suffer from a major drawback of exhibiting an inherent nature of intermittent 

availability. Hence, if these sources are to be successfully applied to the grid, an 

efficient and cost-effective storage system would be needed.
2, 3

 Electrochemical 

energy storage devices, or batteries, are seen to be the most favourable candidate 

owing to a host of different factors: high energy densities, ability to demonstrate 

flexible response times, portability, pollution-free operation, long cycle life with low 

maintenance and high efficiency.
2, 3

 The rechargeable lithium-ion battery (LIB) has 

emerged as the leading battery technology in terms of the above mentioned 

performance metrics over the past two decades. Owing to their high energy densities, 

LIBs are already dominant in the consumer electronics sector and now are primed to 

be widely used in electric vehicles.
2-4

  

However, there have been concerns regarding the limited availability of lithium in the 

world. Upon widespread adoption of LIBs, it has been reported that the demand and 

hence future cost of lithium will likely increase.
5
 This problem will be compounded if 

the burden of grid storage is also borne by LIBs. In essence, we would trade 

dependency on fossil fuels with that on lithium. Fortunately, the performance metrics 

for grid storage batteries are different from that required for electric vehicles and 

consumer electronics. Low operation and maintenance costs, high Round-Trip Energy 

Efficiency (RTEE- defined in section 1.3.3.3), long cycle life (at least up to 4,000 
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deep discharge cycles) and a high degree of safety are the desired qualities of a 

battery to be employed in the grid.
3
 A high capacity and energy density are secondary 

factors. Even within grid storage, there can be specific applications that may favour 

certain performance qualities over others. For example, two important applications of 

grid storage are frequency regulation and load levelling. The former is used to 

regulate the alternating frequency of the grid and hence, fast response times within 

minutes (i.e. high power of a battery) and long cycle life are favoured over how long 

each cycle can last (i.e. over the capacity of a battery). On the other hand, load 

levelling deals with storing the excess energy generated by renewable sources of 

energy (such as during strong winds in the early morning) and using it to meet peak 

energy demands (such as during office hours).
3
 This situation is illustrated in Fig. 1.1. 

In this way, the power plants do not have to be scaled to handle peak power periods 

(which may only last for a short time) and hence, over-sizing of power plants is 

avoided. Such an approach reduces redundancy and ensures all components of the 

grid are functioning at peak efficiency.
2
 Regardless of the application, cost is the 

predominant factor for a grid storage battery. It would, hence, make tremendous sense 

to use a battery technology that does not rely on lithium to meet the energy storage 

needs of the grid. Batteries based on globally abundant sodium would be natural 

candidates for this purpose.
4
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Figure 1.1 | Illustration of how energy storage can help in load levelling operations for the grid. With 

storage, the renewable energy power plant’s capacity can be sized such that it does not have to generate 

according to the peak power demand; its capacity can be less, with the excess energy it generates during 

off-peak periods being stored, which would then be used during the peak power periods so as to 

adequately meet demand.  

 

Sodium-based batteries are not a new technology; some have even been 

commercialized. High-temperature Na-S and Na-NiCl2 (ZEBRA) batteries have been 

employed for grid storage in the past.
3, 4

 The Na-S battery, in particular, is regarded as 

a stellar candidate for grid storage batteries in terms of performance and economics, 

despite its high operation temperature of ~ 300 °C. However, its safety has been 

called into question especially after a recent fire incident involving them in Japan in 

the year 2011.
4
 Sodium batteries operating at room temperature should alleviate such 

safety concerns. Room-temperature sodium-ion batteries (NIBs) have existed as early 

as the year 1980, soon after the discovery of LIBs.
2, 6

 However, further research in 

NIBs was suspended by the battery community in favour of developing LIBs due to 

the promise of higher energy densities. Over the past five years, interest in NIBs has 

been re-invigorated due to previously mentioned reasons for stationary applications 

for which footprint is not a serious concern. The similar working principles of NIBs 

and LIBs would mean that, at the very least, NIBs would be as safe as LIBs.
4
 Before 
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outlining the state of research activities currently undergoing in the incipient field of 

NIBs and the scope of this thesis, it would be useful to gain the required working 

knowledge so as to better understand NIBs and the results of this thesis. 

1.3 Working Knowledge of NIBs 

1.3.1 Principle of Operation 

A rechargeable room temperature NIB consists of two electrodes immersed in an 

electrolyte, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.2. Generally, the positive electrode, 

called the cathode, serves to provide sodium which is accepted by the anode, or the 

negative electrode. The electrolyte, which contains dissociated sodium salts in polar 

aprotic solvents, is a sodium ion conductor but electronic insulator. Hence, in 

travelling from the cathode to the anode or vice versa, the sodium is forced to travel 

as an ion (Na
+
), with the electrons travelling through the external circuit, thereby 

maintaining electro-neutrality. During discharging, sodium travels from the anode 

into the cathode, with the electrons travelling also from the anode to the cathode 

through the external circuit, doing the desired useful work. Simultaneously, the anode 

and cathode experience oxidation and reduction, respectively. The net result during 

the discharge process is the movement of sodium from the anode to the cathode. 

During charging, one needs to supply an external current such that the reverse process 

occurs: the sodium is forced to travel from the cathode to the anode. With this 

arrangement, a cathode can be any sodium compound which is capable of repeated 

sodium insertion/de-insertion. An anode can be any compound (not necessarily 

sodium based) similarly capable of sodium storage over many cycles.   
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Figure 1.2 | Schematic illustration of the operation mechanism within a sodium-ion battery. The motion 

of the sodium ions within the electrolyte and the electrons through the external circuit during charge and 

discharge has been emphasized.  

 

1.3.2 Factors Determining the Voltage of a NIB 

Similar to LIBs, NIBs display a rich variety of sodium storage mechanisms as 

dictated by the particular materials chosen for their cathodes and anodes. In this 

regard, some NIBs can deliver current at a fixed voltage, while some can do so with 

ever decreasing voltage values. To understand such differences better, a few 

fundamental guidelines and explanations are given below in this regard. 

1.3.2.1 Nernst Equation 

The voltage delivered by any battery is dictated by thermodynamics. In any 

electrochemical cell, there are two opposing driving mechanisms: a chemical driving 

force and an electrostatic driving force. The chemical driving force across the cell is 

due to the difference in the standard Gibbs free energy change per mole of reaction, 

ΔGr. This is determined by the difference between the standard Gibbs free energies of 

formation of products and reactants in the virtual chemical reaction that would occur 

if the electrically neutral materials in the two electrodes were to react chemically (in 
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a NIB, it would be sodium).
7
 The electrostatic energy per mole of an electrically 

charged species is –zFE, where E is the voltage between the electrodes, and z is the 

charge number of the mobile ionic species involved in the virtual reaction. The charge 

number is the number of elementary charges that they transport (hence, z = 1 for Na
+
 

ion). F is the Faraday constant (96,485.33 Coulombs per mole). Hence, these two 

driving forces are responsible for the cell potential and are related with equation (1.1):  

                                                                                                                         (1.1)                                                         
 
 
In a NIB, similar to the case of a LIB, the cell voltage changes with respect to the 

amount of sodium contained in the cathode and anode.  This “amount of sodium in a 

phase” is captured by another thermodynamic quantity called the chemical potential, 

μ. In turn, this chemical potential can be further simplified to another thermodynamic 

entity called the activity, a. The activity of a species is simply its effective 

concentration. For example, the activity of sodium, aNa, in its pure metal form will be 

unity. It can be shown that the above equation (1.1) can be simplified in terms of the 

activities of sodium present in the cathode and anode, to give the Nernst Equation, as 

shown in equation (1.2).
7
 Hence, the measured voltage of a NIB really depends on the 

activities of sodium contained within the two electrodes. 

                                                      
  

  
   

            

          
                                     (1.2) 

 

1.3.2.2 Gibbs Phase Rule 

Some batteries supply current with ever decreasing voltage as the discharge proceeds, 

while other batteries do so at constant voltage. Apart from the Nernst equation, 

another useful thermodynamic equation to predict the shape of the voltage-

composition curve is the application of the Gibbs Phase Rule depicted as shown by 

equation (1.3).
7
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                                                       F = C – P + 2                                                     (1.3) 

 

In this equation, F is the number of degrees of freedom allowed to the system. 

Generally, independent and intensive thermodynamic parameters such as temperature, 

pressure and chemical potential of sodium are the most useful parameters for 

considering F. In most room-temperature NIBs, the temperature and pressure are 

constants. C represents the minimum number of constituents needed in order to 

describe completely the compositions of the phases present. C, could hence, be 

elements or molecules, as the case may be. P stands for the number of phases present 

in the system considered.
7, 8

 If a cathode/anode consists of two constituents (C=2) and 

the sodiated phase is disparate from the de-sodiated phase (P = 2), then, F = 2. In 

other words, if just two intensive properties of the cathode/anode are specified (such 

as temperature and pressure), then, the residual degree of freedom is zero. This means 

that no other intensive thermodynamic properties of the cathode/anode can change. 

Hence, it will discharge/charge at constant voltage. On the other hand, if the sodiated 

and de-sodiated phase is the same (one could be a solid-solution of the other), then 

application of the Gibbs Phase Rule will cause the voltage to vary with the state of 

discharge/charge.
7
 

1.3.2.3 Polarization 

If a battery delivers current at a voltage different from the theoretical voltage 

predicted by equation (1.2), then this phenomenon is called polarization. To 

overcome this polarization, the battery discharges at a voltage lower than the 

theoretical voltage and this difference is called the overvoltage, η. Likewise, during 

charging, one needs to supply current at a higher voltage. Polarization leads to a 

hysteresis between the charging and discharging voltage profiles, leading to energy 

inefficiency (more energy would be required to charge the battery than what it would 

be able to provide during discharge). Please note that there is often overlap in the 
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terminology with regards to polarization, overvoltage and voltage hysteresis.  In this 

text, polarization would be generally used to refer to the difference between the 

charging and discharging voltages of a cathode/anode. To minimize polarization 

losses, a high electrode surface area ensuring adequate electrolyte wetting along with 

sufficient electrolyte conductivity and appropriately small particle size of the active 

material are quite helpful (assuming that the basic oxidation/reduction processes have 

sufficient kinetics and various components are compatible with each other).
9
 

1.3.3 Performance Metrics of a NIB 

There are certain metrics that are quite commonly used to describe the performance 

of a battery. In this thesis, these metrics would be used as well. A brief definition of 

these terms is as follows. 

1.3.3.1 Specific Capacity 

The greater the sodium storage ability of a cathode or anode, the lighter the battery 

will be. Hence, the performance metric in a battery that accounts for the charge 

storage ability of a material is termed the “specific capacity” which is the amount of 

charge that a material can store per unit mass. The unit of specific capacity is Ah/g or 

mAh/g. The specific theoretical capacity of an electrode material would, hence, just 

indicate how many moles of sodium can be stored in the crystal structure of an 

electrode material, per mole of that material. The following formula can be used to 

compute the theoretical specific capacity of a material: 

                  Specific Theoretical Capacity (mAh/g) =  
   

      
                       (1.4) 

 

In this equation, F is the Faraday’s Constant, n refers to the number of moles of 

sodium stored per mole of the host material and M is the molecular weight of the host 

electrode material. Needless to say, the lighter is the host material and the greater is 
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the number of moles of sodium that it can store, the higher will be its theoretical 

specific capacity. 

1.3.3.2 Specific Energy Density 

The cathode operates at a higher voltage than the anode. Hence, the greater the 

potential difference in the redox (reduction-oxidation) voltages of the cathode and 

anode, the greater will be the voltage delivered by a NIB. For a given specific 

capacity, greater voltage will translate to higher energy stored. To capture the amount 

of energy that a battery can store, the most common metric used is that of the 

“specific energy density” whose relation with the specific capacity is shown below in 

equation (1.5).  

Specific Energy Density (Wh/kg) =                    
   

 
            )    (1.5) 

 

1.3.3.3 Round Trip Energy Efficiency (RTEE) 

The RTEE is a product of the coloumbic efficiency (CEff) and the voltage efficiency 

(VEff). Coulombic efficiency (CEff) is defined as the ratio of the discharge capacity to 

the charge capacity, as demonstrated by equation (1.6) below: 

                                                 
                  

               
                      (1.6) 

 

The voltage efficiency (VEff) is the ratio of the discharging voltage to that of the 

charging voltage, as illustrated by equation (1.7). 

                                                   
                 

              
                        (1.7) 

 

The RTEE can, hence, be described as a percentage as displayed in equation (1.8) 

below: 
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                                                                                                   (1.8) 

 

1.3.3.4 Definition of C rate and Rate Performance 

Generally, during galvanostatic cycling (constant current cycling) of a battery, the 

norm is to specify the magnitude of the current not in terms of the actual units of 

current (mA or A for example), but in relative units scaled to the battery’s capacity 

called the “C rate”. The “C rate”, hence, refers to the current that would result in 

complete charge/discharge within a time frame. For example, a current corresponding 

to C/10 rate would mean complete charge/discharge within 10 h, while a cycling 

current of 5 C would mean complete charge/discharge within 12 min (1/5 h). An ideal 

battery would deliver the same capacity (its theoretical capacity) irrespective of the C 

rate used (it would deliver the same capacity at a very slow C/100 rate or ultra-fast 

100 C rate). To capture the battery’s response to different current magnitudes, rate 

performance galvanostatic cycling tests are often conducted, where the battery would 

be subjected to different C rates in succession to gauge how much capacity it is able 

to deliver at each rate. 

1.3.4 Half Cell Evaluation of Cathode/Anode 

To evaluate the sodium storage properties of a cathode/anode, the most common 

practice in the field of NIBs (and correspondingly in LIBs for lithium storage studies) 

is to evaluate them against sodium metal in the so called “half cell” approach. In this 

way, the voltage registered by a cathode/anode would directly be vs Na/Na
+
. Making 

sodium metal as the counter and the reference electrode simultaneously, is hence, 

quite convenient. An important point to note while utilizing this half cell approach is 

that while studying electrode materials that would be anodes in NIBs, one needs to be 

wary of the meaning of the terms described in the previous section. This is because 

though the electrode studied has low voltage activity, its voltage will always be more 
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positive versus that of the Na/Na
+
 couple (i.e. with respect to sodium metal). Hence, 

in a half cell, an anode becomes a cathode. Therefore, the CEff of an anode studied in 

a half cell should be a ratio of the charge capacity to that of the discharge capacity, 

that is, the inverse of equation (1.6). The reason is that it is actually the charge 

process in a half cell for an anode (sodium de-insertion from the anode) that 

corresponds to the discharge process in a full cell (sodium leaving the anode and 

entering the cathode). Hence, all terms are defined/used keeping the full cell 

application in mind.  

1.3.5 Types of Sodium Storage Mechanisms 

There are three major and distinct mechanisms whereby electrode materials can store 

sodium in NIBs.
10, 11

 These mechanisms have direct correlation to all the performance 

metrics mentioned above, as well as on the shape of the galvanostatic cycling curves. 

Briefly, they are described below. 

1.3.5.1 Insertion Reaction Mechanism  

Sodium atoms are inserted within/extracted from the empty spaces (tunnels or layers, 

as the case may be) of the crystal structure of the anode/cathode. There can be two 

types of insertion reactions: 

1. Solid-solution mechanism: The original electrode phase and the (de-)sodiated 

phase are essentially the same phase. Due to the Gibbs phase rule, such solid-

solution reaction mechanisms result in sloping galvanostatic voltage profiles. 

2. Two-phase mechanism: The original electrode phase and the (de-)sodiated 

phase are different. Application of the Gibbs Phase Rule results in these 

electrode materials storing sodium at constant voltages. 

Examples: Very common among electrode materials, almost all cathode materials, all 

sodium titanate anodes, etc. 
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Major advantages: Less volume change upon sodium storage. Hence, they generally 

demonstrate long cycle life and less polarization. 

Limitations: Capacity is typically moderate, not exceeding 250 mAh/g. 

1.3.5.2 Conversion Reaction Mechanism  

These involve significant bond breaking of the parent material phase. The general 

equation for conversion reactions can be summarized as equation (1.9) below. 

                                       xNa
+
 + xe

-
 + BX ⇋  yNaX + B                                          (1.9) 

 

where BX generally is a metal oxide such as MoO3 or Fe2O3. 

Examples: Generally binary transition metal oxide anodes operating at low voltages. 

Major Advantages: Due to the possibility of storing many moles of sodium per mole 

of host material, capacity can be very high (300 – 1000 mAh/g). 

Limitations: Generally display high polarization. Due to significant bond breaking of 

the host material, cyclability is an issue.  

1.3.5.3 Alloy Reaction Mechanism  

Sodium is stored by forming an alloy with the host material. 

Examples: Exhibited by anodes exclusively, such as Sn, P, Sb etc. 

Major advantages: Similar to conversion reactions, possibility of very high capacities 

(up to 1,800 mAh/g possible). 

Limitations: Similar to conversion reactions, they display high polarization. 

Furthermore, enormous volume change (can be up to 300-400 % or possibly more) 

induced by storage of many moles of sodium (sometimes up to ten moles) per mole of 

host material can limit cyclability. 
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1.4 Literature Review on NIB Research 

1.4.1 Half Cell Results of NIB Cathodes and Anodes 

Interest in NIBs has increased exponentially over the past five years. There have been 

various reports of high energy density cathodes such as Na3V2(PO4)2F3,
12-14

 

Na3V2(PO4)3
15

and Ne2Fe2(SO4)3.
16

 The cathodes R-Na1.92Fe[Fe(CN)6],
17

 Na2-

δMnFe(CN)6,
18

 P2-Na2/3[Fe1/2Mn1/2]O2
19

 and Na1.5VPO4.8F0.7
20

 have been shown to 

rival and even surpass the performance of current LIB cathodes suggesting that 

adopting NIBs may not necessarily mean a sacrifice of the energy density. While 

significant progress has already been achieved on the cathode in a short period of 

time, no single NIB anode has been shown to have a good combination of acceptable 

capacity with an attractive voltage profile. Please note that it may not be advisable to 

use sodium metal as an anode due to safety concerns owing to the possibility of 

dendrite formation and the much lower melting point of sodium metal (97.7 °C) vs 

that of lithium metal (180.5 °C).
11, 21

 Hence, appropriate anode materials need to be 

discovered, especially considering the fact that sodium cannot intercalate in 

appreciable amount in graphite which is the state-of-the-art anode for LIBs.
21

 

However, since sodium does not alloy with aluminium, aluminium can be used as the 

current collector for both cathode and anode in NIBs and this precludes the use of 

heavy and expensive copper as current collector for the anode side.
21

 This is expected 

to lead to significant cost and weight savings for NIBs with respect to LIBs as copper 

is used as the current collect for the anode in LIBs due to the fact that lithium alloys 

with aluminium.
21, 22

  

The high capacity anode materials, such as those based on alloy and conversion 

reactions
23-25

 or organic carboxylate-based materials,
26, 27

 typically suffer from large 

polarization,
28

 and/or huge volume change (which limits cyclability or lifetime). This 

large polarization will result in low RTEE in a full cell caused by low VEff. Carbon 
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based anodes, such as hard carbon,
29

 are typically unstable in the sodiated state 

displaying an exothermic peak at low temperatures of around 100-150 °C.
30, 31

 

Furthermore, hard carbon’s extremely low voltage plateau below 0.1 V vs Na/Na
+
 can 

increase risks of sodium plating leading to an internal short-circuit, especially if used 

in NIBs being charged at a high C rate. These two factors would likely make hard 

carbon an unsuitable choice as an NIB anode in all applications requiring moderately 

fast or fast charging.  

In light of these drawbacks with conversion, alloying and carbon based materials, 

most of the promising anodes have been shown to operate on an insertion based 

mechanism which favours long cycle life due to minimal volume changes to the 

material. In particular, many titanium based anodes have been shown to function well 

for NIB application. However, these anodes, such as NaTi2(PO4)3,
32

 Li4Ti5O12,
33

 

anatase TiO2,
34

 amorphous TiO2,
35

 hollandite type- TiO2,
36

 lepidocrocite-type 

Na0.8Ti1.73Li0.27O4
37

 and NaTi3O6(OH).2H2O
38

  either suffer from a high operating 

voltage above 0.8 V vs Na/Na
+
 and/or steep, sloping galvanostatic profiles which 

would decrease the energy densities of NIBs which may incorporate them. In any 

case, long term cycling has not been reported, effectively eliminating their utilization 

in grid storage batteries until such data can be conclusively shown.  

The most promising anodes reported thus far have been P2-Na0.66[Li0.22Ti0.78]O2
39

 and 

Na2/3Co1/3Ti2/3O2.
40

 These display good cycle life in excess of 1,200 and 3,000 cycles 

respectively at a desirable average voltage close to 0.80 V vs Na/Na
+
. However, their 

dependence on scarce lithium or toxic cobalt resources may not be ideal due to 

aforementioned reasons.
4
 Furthermore, these two anodes display poor high rate 

performance with large polarization. While the usable capacity of P2-

Na0.66[Li0.22Ti0.78]O2 is 100 mAh/g at a slow rate of C/10 with a sloping charge plateau 

between 0.6 – 1.1 V, at 2 C rate, the capacity drops to just 62 mAh/g with the charge 

plateau between 0.7 – 1.25 V. 
39

 Na2/3Co1/3Ti2/3O2, on the other hand, was reported to 
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show 90 mAh/g at C/5 with sloping charge plateau between 0.8 – 1.1 V, but at 10 C, 

the charge capacity dropped to just 35 mAh/g with the charging plateau now at a high 

voltage between 1.2 – 1.7 V. 
40

 The drawback in these materials from a performance 

point of view is not necessarily less capacity at high rates (capacity is just a secondary 

factor in grid storage batteries), but it is the increased polarization at high rates. 

Especially for frequency regulation, where anode materials may need to exhibit 

excellent high rate performance, this large polarization would really decrease RTEE 

in a NIB employing them as the anode. Hence, none of these materials have been 

demonstrated to be promising anode materials satisfying all qualities expected of 

electrode materials for grid storage batteries. 

1.4.2 The Solid Electrolyte Interphase in NIBs 

At low voltages close to 0.0 V vs Na/Na
+
, electrolyte decomposition occurs in NIBs, 

similar to the case of LIBs. At such reducing voltages, the alkylcarbonate solvents 

typically used in non-aqueous NIB electrolytes are reduced to form a passivating film 

on low voltage NIB anodes.
29

  This passivating film, called the solid electrolyte 

interphase (SEI), is ionically conducting but electronically insulating. Hence, once 

formed, the SEI film on the anode prevents further electrolyte reduction (due to its 

electronically insulating character) yet promotes sodium ion diffusion into the anode 

which lies below this cationically conducting SEI layer.
6, 21, 22

 Since charge is 

consumed to form this SEI, its formation leads to an irreversibility in the first cycle of 

low voltage anodes. This irreversible capacity loss (ICL) leads to low first cycle CEff 

of such low voltage anodes which could be as low as 30 – 50 %.
21, 22 

Typically, SEI 

formation takes a few cycles to be complete, however, the majority of SEI formation 

occurs in the first cycle. Hence, the CEff of low voltage NIB anodes increases rapidly 

within the first few cycles and approaches 100 % thereafter (depending on the 

inherent reversibility of the NIB anode). 
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In the NIB field, SEI effects typically become noticeable below 0.8 V vs Na/Na
+ 

in 

terms of an observable amount of first cycle ICL. Since SEI formation is due to 

electrolyte reduction, it follows that high surface area anodes, which have a greater 

amount of electrochemically active surface area, would result in greater SEI 

formation (and hence, greater first cycle ICL). In this context, the lower cycling 

voltage limit of an anode, the surface area of the active material of an anode, the type 

of conductive additive used, the type of binder used and the nature of the electrolyte 

and electrolyte additives (if any) significantly affect the amount of this first cycle ICL 

caused by SEI formation as well as the cycle life of an anode.
21, 22, 29 

While not many 

studies have been performed on SEI in NIBs, the results of a handful of studies 

conducted on NIB SEI indicate a key difference in the SEI formed in NIBs with that 

formed in LIBs, viz. the former is richer in inorganic species than the latter.
41-43  

SEI 

effects plague all low voltage NIB anodes and hence, it is a systemic challenge in this 

field to engineer a stable SEI as it has direct implications on two very important 

performance factors for low voltage NIB anodes: the first cycle CEff and its cycle life.  

1.4.3 Current State-of-the-Art Full Cell Results 

Most full cell studies reported thus far in the literature have utilized hard carbon as 

the anode. The use of hard carbon for grid storage batteries may not be attractive due 

to previously mentioned reasons. In light of this, the most significant demonstrated 

results of NIBs using insertion based cathodes and anodes are as follows. A full cell 

employing Na3V2(PO4)3/C as the cathode and Li4Ti5O12 as the anode was shown to 

demonstrate an energy density ~ 114 Wh/kg (based on the weight of the cathode and 

anode active materials) at C/10 rate,
33

 while a Na3V2(PO4)3/C // P2-

Na0.66[Li0.22Ti0.78]O2 full cell delivered ~ 87 Wh/kg at C/8 rate.
39

 For both these full 

cells, cycling data was limited to 20 cycles and hence, accurate analysis on the 

viability of its use for grid storage batteries is inconclusive currently. Finally, an NIB 

using P2-Na0.8Li0.12Ni0.12Mn0.66O2 as the cathode and the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na4Ti3O7 
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pathway as the anode exhibited about 137 Wh/kg energy density at C/10 rate with ~ 

69 % capacity retention over 30 cycles.
44

 It can be seen that previous reports on full 

cell performance in NIBs show a great deal of promise although long term cycling 

studies, required for accurate analysis for grid storage battery applications, have not 

been reported thus far. 

1.5 Objective of the Thesis’s Research  

It is clear that there is still not a suitable NIB anode that is composed of earth-

abundant elements displaying all the performance requirements expected for an 

electrode material to be employed in grid storage NIBs. Hence, the work contained in 

this thesis aims to fill this void in the current state of affairs of NIBs. The desired 

qualities expected of such an anode are namely: utilization of earth-abundant 

elements which would keep costs low, having the potential to display long cycle life 

exceeding 4,000 cycles, demonstrating high RTEE brought about by high coulombic 

efficiencies and minimal polarization preferably even at high rates and excellent 

safety. Good high rate performance would be especially useful for grid storage 

batteries targeted at frequency regulation. In addition, it would be desirable for the 

anodes to possess decent capacity values and low voltage redox activities, though 

these may not be primary considerations. Keeping all these points in mind, the chosen 

materials for this thesis belong to the sodium titanate family. Apart from utilizing 

earth-abundant elements of Na, Ti and O, the sodium titanates have a rich chemistry 

with many phases, giving great flexibility for researchers to discover a high 

performance sodium storage phase(s).
28

 Hence, the thesis aims to explore them as 

potential anode materials for grid storage NIBs. 

1.6 Structure of the Thesis 

The thesis is structured as follows: 
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In chapter 1 (present chapter), the basics of NIBs will be given such that a reader 

who is not very familiar with them will still be able to understand the results of the 

thesis and be able to judge the merit of the work, in relation with what exists in the 

literature thus far. In chapter 2, it will be shown that the sodium titanate, Na2Ti6O13, 

displays all qualities expected of a grid storage NIB electrode material, highlighted by 

an ultra-long cycle life of 5,000 cycles. The only issue with this material is its 

relatively low capacity of 50 mAh/g. While capacity and energy density are not 

crucial factors for grid storage batteries, it will always be favourable to have materials 

which have higher values for these two metrics. With this in mind, chapter 3 presents 

the sodium storage results on another sodium titanate phase, Na2Ti3O7, which 

possesses a higher capacity (178 mAh/g) at low average voltage of 0.3 V vs Na/Na
+
. 

Efforts were made towards optimizing its performance; however, its high polarization 

and inadequate cycling stability were not resolved. In the course of understanding its 

sodium storage, two puzzling observations were made. One of these observations 

proved to be quite fundamental towards understanding the behaviour of electrode 

materials in sodium batteries. These results are contained in chapter 4. The 

understanding obtained from this work was very useful in understanding the second 

observation and it led to the results described in chapter 5 which deals with a new 

sodium storage mechanism for Na2Ti3O7. This mechanism, discovered for the first 

time in this work, results in a NIB anode having the potential to exhibit all qualities 

required of an anode meant for grid storage batteries highlighted by the lowest redox 

voltage plateau ever reported for any non-carbon based NIB anode. Its utilization as 

an anode in a full NIB using an appropriate cathode is shown to result in the highest 

voltage non-carbon based NIB existing thus far which holds great promise for high 

energy density grid storage batteries. Chapter 6 states the conclusions of this thesis 

and opportunities for future research activities arising from these results. 
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2.1 Preface to Chapter 2 

With the ultimate application to grid storage NIBs in mind, Na2Ti6O13 nanorods were 

synthesized in gram scale from a very inexpensive and easy-to-scale up solution 

route. The as-synthesized material was found to display an extremely long cycle life 

(in excess of 5,000 cycles) along with impressive high rate performance capable of 

response up to 30 C (2 min). Ex-situ XRD studies pointed to a solid-solution reaction 

mechanism for Na2Ti6O13, which resulted in it displaying close to its theoretical 

capacity (50 mAh/g) at a low average voltage of 0.85 V vs Na/Na
+
 with minimal 

volume changes (less than 1 %). Studies to evaluate the stability of the sodiated 

material resulted in excellent safety, till 500 °C. Its utilization in a full NIB was 

shown to produce a stable 2.5 V battery with excellent capacity retention even after 

400 cycles. Such excellent full cell results are the first if its kind to be demonstrated 

in the field of NIBs. The combination of low materials and synthesis cost, long and 

stable cycle life with excellent efficiency, good high rate performance, high degree of 

safety and utilization of environmentally benign and abundant materials makes this 

anode a very attractive option for grid storage NIBs, especially for those meant for 

frequency regulation.  
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2.2 Introduction 

The crystal structure of Na2Ti6O13 was solved in the early 1960’s by Andersson and 

Wadsley.
45

 Na2Ti6O13 has a monoclinic structure with the space group C2/m. It 

consists of an array of three TiO6 zig-zag octahedra that share edges to form a chain. 

The sodium ions reside in the inter-layer positions between the TiO6 slabs (refer to 

Fig. 2.1). This configuration leaves vacant tunnels along the b-axis, represented by 

beach balls in Fig. 2.1, where alkali ion intercalation is expected to take place.
46

  

 

Figure 2.1 | Crystal structure of Na2Ti6O13 when viewed along the b-axis. Large tunnels are evident 

along the b-axis, indicated by the beach balls. The b-axis is pointing perpendicularly out of the plane of 

the paper. 
 

Indeed, Na2Ti6O13 was shown to be electrochemically active in a lithium cell. 
47

 

Recently, it was reported to reversibly cycle less than half a mole of sodium per mole 

of Na2Ti6O13 when cycled at C/12 in a sodium cell
48

 (1 mole of charge storage 

corresponds to 49.5 mAh/g of theoretical specific capacity, with  1C corresponding to 

complete charge/discharge in 1 h). Though the material’s reversible capacity was 

quite less, it displayed a plateau around 0.85 V, recognizing it as a safe anode material 

that would lead to a high voltage NIB if coupled with an appropriate high potential 

cathode material. In this work, we present the impressive storage performance of 

Na2Ti6O13 nanorods prepared by soft-template method. We demonstrate an excellent 

high rate response and ultra-long cycle life of this material. In addition, the feasibility 
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of this anode in a full NIB cell is shown. The mechanism of sodium insertion into 

Na2Ti6O13 is also discussed. Finally, the thermal stability of the sodiated Na2Ti6O13 

material is investigated.  

2.3 Experimental Section 

2.3.1 Synthesis 

Na2Ti6O13 was synthesized by a soft-template method using sodium acetate and 

titanium isopropoxide as the sodium and titanium sources, respectively. 3.64 g of 

cationic surfactant, CTAB (hexadecyl-trimethyl-ammonium bromide) was dissolved 

in a mixture containing 30 mL milli-Q water and 90 mL ethanol. Appropriate molar 

ratio of the sodium and titanium sources were then added and stirred for 12 h. The 

solution was then dried using a rotor-evaporator. The obtained powder was then 

sintered in air at 800 °C for 6 h.  

2.3.2 Synthesized Powder Characterization 

Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD) patterns were recorded using a Bruker D2 Phaser 

X-ray diffractometer equipped with Cu K radiation. The accelerating voltage and 

current were 40 kV and 40 mA, respectively. A step size of 0.02 ° was used with 0.2 s 

per step. The morphology of the product was examined using Field Emission 

Scanning Electron Microscopy, FESEM (model JEOL JSM-7000F), operated at 15 

kV and 20 mA. A JEOL JEM-2010 instrument was used for obtaining High 

Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) images as well as Selected 

Area Electron Diffraction (SAED) patterns. For Transmission Electron Microscopy 

(TEM) studies, the powder was dispersed in ethanol and sonicated, before being 

loaded on a Cu grid and dried.  
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2.3.3 Electrochemical Characterization 

For sodium storage studies without conductive additives, electrodes were fabricated 

with the active material and binder- polyvinylidene fluoride, PVDF (Kynar 2801)- in 

the weight ratio 90:10 using N-methyl pyrrolidone (NMP) as solvent. For the 

composite electrodes with conductive additives, the active material, Super P carbon 

black or graphite (Alfa Aesar), and binder were mixed in the weight ratio 70:20:10 

using NMP as solvent. The obtained slurry was coated uniformly on a 15 µm thick 

etched aluminium foil (Shenzhen Vanlead Technology) using a doctor blade and 

dried at 110 °C under vacuum for 12 h. The dried slurry was pressed using a twin 

roller of 37 psi. The active material loading was around 1.0 mg/cm
2
 (in practice, 

thicker loadings of 2.6 mg/cm
2
 also resulted in similar performance). Sodium metal 

foil (Merck), 1 M NaClO4 in ethylene carbonate (EC) (Alfa Aesar) and propylene 

carbonate (PC) (1:1 volume ratio) and Whatman Glass Microfibre Filter (Grade 

GF/F) were used as counter electrode, electrolyte and separator, respectively, to 

assemble coin-type cells (size 2016) in an argon filled glove box (MBraun, 

Germany). The sodium metal rods (Merck), immersed in kerosene, were wiped clean, 

cut into slices, rolled into the desired thickness and finally cut into circular disks. All 

cells contained a stainless steel spring between the sodium disk and the coin cell 

container to establish better contact. Charge–discharge cycling at a constant current 

mode was carried out using a computer controlled Arbin battery tester (Model, 

BT2000, USA) and cyclic voltammetry (CV) studies were carried out at room 

temperature using a computer controlled VMP3 battery tester (Bio-logic, France) in 

the voltage window 0.5 – 2.5 V. For the ex-situ X-ray Diffraction (XRD) studies of 

the cycled pure electrodes (without any carbon black) at different voltages, the 

electrode was charged/discharged at a rate of C/5. The discharged material was found 

to be unstable in air. This instability could be conveniently followed from the colour 

change of the electrodes- the fully discharged electrode was black in colour. It took 
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approximately 15 – 30 min in ambient air for the discharged electrode to start to 

change its colour to white. Hence, for the ex-situ studies, the electrodes were sealed in 

Ar filled containers and opened just prior to measurement. The total measurement 

time was 5 min. The discharged electrode was, hence, black in colour even after 

recording the XRD spectrum. For the variable temperature thermal XRD studies, the 

spectrum was obtained in vacuum.  Rietveld refinement was performed using TOPAS 

3.0 software, while the calculations to determine the lattice parameters at the various 

states of charge and discharge for the ex-situ XRD experiments were carried out using 

Prozski software, by following the shift in the 200, -201, 110, 310, 402 and 020 

peaks. Thermogravimmetric Analysis (TGA) was performed on sodiated Na2Ti6O13 

powder of weight around 2 mg in an alumina pan under nitrogen atmosphere with a 

ramp rate of 10 °C/min. 

2.4 Results and Discussion 

2.4.1 As-synthesized Powder Characterization 

 

Figure 2.2 | Evaluation of the phase purity of the as-prepared Na2Ti6O13 from the soft-template method. 

(a) PXRD patterns of the as-synthesized Na2Ti6O13 powders, as a function of the excess of sodium to 

titanium stoichiometric molar ratio. (b) Rietveld refinement of the as-prepared sample with 15% molar 

excess of the sodium source, with respect to the titanium source. A consideration of preferential 

orientation during refinement did not improve the fitting.  
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Table 2.1 | Phase purity of the as-prepared Na2Ti6O13 samples for different molar ratio of the Na and Ti 

sources, as determined from Rietveld refinement of PXRD data 

Samples with 

different Na:Ti 

ratio 

Molar Stoichiometry 

(Na:Ti) 

Na2Ti6O13 Phase 

(%) 

Rutile TiO2 

(%) 

5% Excess 1.05 : 3 81.5 18.5 

10% Excess 1.10 : 3 88.6 11.4 

15% Excess 1.15 : 3 91.5 8.5 

20% Excess 1.20 : 3 90.5 9.5 
 

Na2Ti6O13 was synthesized from an inexpensive and easy to scale up soft-template 

method. It also resulted in a gram-scale amount of the final product. In fact, a single 

synthesis in a 250 mL glass vessel could result in a high yield of around 6 g of 

Na2Ti6O13. The PXRD pattern of the as-prepared Na2Ti6O13 powder as a function of 

the excess of sodium to titanium molar ratio (stoichiometric molar ratio is 1:3) is 

depicted in Fig. 2.2a. All the peaks could be indexed with those belonging to 

Na2Ti6O13 (JCPDS card number 73-1398), except for three peaks belonging to rutile 

TiO2. Occurrence of  rutile TiO2 impurity is common while preparing this phase
49

 

(rutile TiO2 is electrochemically inactive with sodium). The fraction of rutile TiO2 

phase decreased as the molar excess of the sodium source was increased (refer to 

Table 2.1), though not monotonically.  As indicated by Fig. 2.2b and Tables 2.2, 2.3 

and 2.4, Rietveld analysis for 15% excess sample resulted in lattice parameters 

consistent with the literature (a = 15.0949(2) Å, b = 3.7452(8) Å, c = 9.1693(5) Å, β 

= 99.01 ° and V = 510.6 Å
3
).

46, 47
 Increasing the sodium source to 20% excess 

compared to titanium source did not increase the phase purity further (see Table 2.1). 

Since the purest phase of Na2Ti6O13 was obtained for 15% molar excess sample, 

further physical and electrochemical characterizations were performed on this sample.  

Table 2.2 | Lattice parameters obtained for the as-prepared Na2Ti6O13 samples, as determined from 

Rietveld refinement. 

Space 

Group 

a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) β (°) Volume 

(Å
3
) 

R-

Bragg 

Rwp χ
2 

C2/m 15.094± 

0.009 

3.7434± 

0.0007 

9.168± 

0.004 

99.0164

± 0.015 

511.6± 

0.7 

8.06 17.81 1.56 
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Table 2.3 | Refined crystallographic data for the as-prepared Na2Ti6O13 samples, as determined from 

Rietveld refinement. All values of x, y and z atomic positions have errors confined to the last digit. 

Site Wyckoff x y z Atom Occ Biso 

Na1 4a 0.454 0.0000 0.2508    

Ti1 4i 0.1137 0.0000 0.0895 Ti+4 1 1 

Ti2 4i 0.1705 0.0000 0.4332 Ti+4 1 1 

Ti3 4i 0.2287 0.0000 0.7726 Ti+4 1 1 

O1 2a 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 O-2 1 1 

O2 4i 0.2280 0.0000 0.2470 O-2 1 1 

O3 4i 0.0710 0.0000 0.2910 O-2 1 1 

O4 4i 0.2820 0.0000 0.5740 O-2 1 1 

O5 4i 0.1240 0.0000 0.6170 O-2 1 1 

O6 4i 0.3580 0.0000 0.8840 O-2 1 1 

O7 4i 0.1670 0.0000 0.9270 O-2 1 1 

 

Table 2.4 | Refined crystallographic data for the rutile TiO2 impurity in the as-prepared Na2Ti6O13 

samples, as determined from Rietveld refinement. All values of x, y and z atomic positions have errors 

confined to the last digit. 

Site Wyckoff x y z Atom Occ Biso 

Ti1 2a 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 Ti+4 1 1 

O1 4f 0.3057 0.3057 0.0000 O-2 1 1 

 

 

Figure 2.3 | Morphology characterization of the as-prepared Na2Ti6O13 from the soft-template method. 

(a) FESEM image of the as-synthesized nanorods. The rutile TiO2 particles have been marked with an 

“X”. (b) EDX spectra of the as-prepared Na2Ti6O13 nanorods, clearly demonstrating a uniform 

distribution of Na, Ti and O throughout the sample. 
 

Figure 2.3a presents the FESEM image of Na2Ti6O13 showing nanorod morphology, 

with width and thickness in the range 50-200 nm, and length in the range 0.5-2 μm. 

The FESEM image depicts some spherical particles (marked by “X” in Fig. 2.3a), 

which are believed to be the rutile TiO2 impurities. Energy-dispersive X-ray 

Spectroscopy (EDX) revealed uniform distribution of Na, Ti and O with no other 

impurity elements (see Fig. 2.3b). The HRTEM image and SAED pattern revealed 
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single crystalline nature of the nanorods and that they grew along b-axis in length, as 

deduced from the lattice fringes observed in the HRTEM image and the indexed 0h0 

spots seen in the SAED pattern along the nanorod (refer to Fig. 2.4).  

 

Figure 2.4 | Evaluation of Na2Ti6O13 nanorod by TEM analysis. (a) TEM image of an isolated nanorod 

with the corresponding HRTEM pattern shown in (b) and the SAED pattern depicted in (c). The single-

crystalline nature of the rod is evident. In (b), the rod can be seen growing along the b-axis in length with 

the inset depicting an illustration of a nanorod growing with its length along the b-axis (angle between a 

and c-axes is 99 °), The SAED indexed spots in (c) also highlight that the rod grows preferentially along 

[010], the b-axis. The SAED pattern was recorded along the [101] zone axis. 

 

2.4.2 Sodium Storage Mechanism 

Galvanostatic cycling curves of an electrode consisting of just the as-synthesized 

Na2Ti6O13 nanorods with binder (henceforth referred as “pure Na2Ti6O13”) at a C/5 

rate is depicted in Fig. 2.5a. The electrode was first discharged (Na intercalation) and 

a sloping plateau (enlarged view in Fig. 2.5b) was observed around 0.83 V yielding a 

first discharge capacity of 65 mAh/g. In the subsequent charge (Na de-intercalation), 

similar sloping plateau behaviour was seen. A total first charge capacity of 42 mAh/g 

was obtained.  
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Figure 2.5 | Evaluation of sodium storage mechanism of Na2Ti6O13. (a) Galvanostatic cycling profiles of 

cycles 1 and 50 of a pure Na2Ti6O13 electrode, with different points on the first cycle where ex-situ XRD 

measurements were obtained. (b) Cycle 2 of a pure Na2Ti6O13 electrode at a C/5 rate showing the clear 

sloping nature of the plateau, when the y-axis scale is changed to 0.6-1.0 V, instead of the usual 0.5-2.5 

V. This sloping plateau indicates a solid-solution nature of sodium storage. This was supported by (c)  

which depicts the ex-situ XRD of the pure Na2Ti6O13 electrode at various points indicated by (a) between 

11-15 ° and 28 – 34 °. (d)  Ex-situ XRD of the pure Na2Ti6O13 electrode at various points indicated by 

(a) in the entire 10 – 50 ° 2 Theta range. No new peaks were seen at any states of charge/discharge. “Al” 

represents the peaks contributed from the Al current collector substrate. 

 

To elucidate the sodium storage mechanism, ex- situ XRD was performed at various 

states of charge and discharge of the first cycle (see Fig. 2.5c and Fig. 2.5d).  

Different voltage points, represented by letters A through H in Fig. 2.5a, were 

selected so as to follow changes in the XRD spectrum closely as the state of 

discharge/charge was varied continuously. With sodium insertion/extraction, we did 

observe some systematic variations in the peak intensities and their positions (Fig. 

2.5c). With increasing amount of sodium intercalation into Na2Ti6O13, there was a 

continuous increase in c and β parameters, shown in Fig. 2.6a and Fig. 2.6b, while b 

value displayed negligible change. No conclusions could be drawn regarding change 

in the parameter a, as the observed trend was within experimental error. Such a 
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continuous shift in the lattice parameters, along with the fact that no new peaks were 

observed with increasing sodium content, implies a solid-solution storage mechanism. 

The volume expansion between the pristine and fully discharge material was 

1.00.3%. The electrochemical equation for sodium storage can hence be stated as 

equation (2.1), with x = 1 referring to a theoretical capacity of 49.5 mAh/g. Please 

note that 49.5 mAh/g is regarded as the “theoretical capacity” of Na2Ti6O13 in this 

thesis based solely on storage of one mole of sodium per mole of Na2Ti6O13. Since a 

pure Na2Ti6O13 electrode delivered 42 mAh/g during charge and since the as-

synthesized compound contained about 91.5 % by weight of Na2Ti6O13, it can be 

calculated that 1 g of the as-synthesized material should be able to deliver: 0.915   

49.5 ≈ 45.3 mAh of capacity. This meant that about 42/45.3 ≈ 0.93 moles of sodium 

were stored per mole of Na2Ti6O13 in the present study. Hence, equation (2.1) can be 

stated as follows: 

                           Na2Ti6O13 + xNa
+
 + xe

-
 ⇌ Na2+xTi6O13 ; x ≈ 0.93                        (2.1) 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6 | Effect on lattice parameters of Na2Ti6O13 by sodium incorporation as evaluated from ex-situ 

XRD data. The continuous change in the lattice parameters c and β, with increasing sodium insertion, is 

depicted in (a) and (b), respectively. 

 

2.4.3 Electrochemical Cycling Performance 

Figure 2.7a depicts stable cycling of the pure Na2Ti6O13 electrode over a wide range 

of C rates, from C/10 to a fast 20 C (3 min charge/discharge), and good retention 

when cycling is switched from high to low rate. Even when cycled at low C rates 
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where a greater percentage of the theoretical capacity was utilized (more than 80% at 

C/5 rate), the cycling was very stable as exhibited by Fig. 2.7b.  Figure 2.7c presents 

the long term cycling performance of the pure Na2Ti6O13 electrode at 1 C rate 

exhibiting very stable cycling over 500 cycles and a stable coulombic efficiency 

(CEff) exceeding 99%. These results demonstrate that the structure is able to 

reversibly withstand high current densities without collapsing over many cycles 

which is crucial in grid-storage applications as a way to counter power surges or 

support frequency regulation.
3
 However, the observed capacity progressively 

decreased with increasing current density, pointing to the need for additive 

conducting agents. 

 

Figure 2.7 | Cycling performance of pure Na2Ti6O13 electrode. Rate performance of a pure Na2Ti6O13 

electrode from (a) C/10 to 20 C rate and (b) rate performance over 50 cycles each at C/5, 1, 3, 5 C and 

back to C/5. Even at low C rates, where more than 80% of the theoretical capacity was obtained, the 

cycling was stable, indicative of the excellent reversibility of this material towards sodium 

intercalation/de-intercalation. (c) 500 cycles of a pure Na2Ti6O13 electrode showing the charge capacity 

and coulombic efficiency at 1C rate. 
 

To enhance the high rate performance, carbon black (CB) conductive additive was 

used to prepare Na2Ti6O13/CB composite electrodes. The first discharge of such a 

composite electrode resulted in almost 3 moles of Na insertion, yielding a capacity of 

147 mAh/g, while only 1.4 moles of Na (70 mAh/g) could be extracted in the first 
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charge (see Fig. 2.8a). Correlating the first cycles of the Na2Ti6O13/CB composite and 

the pure Na2Ti6O13 electrodes, it can be concluded that the high surface area CB 

additives were responsible for the big ICL primarily due to the enhanced 

electrochemically active surface area resulting in greater irreversible charge 

consumption to form an SEI layer on the anode. The conductive additives also took 

part in the sodium storage, resulting in enhanced storage capacity of 70 mAh/g upon 

charge. This is supported by the Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) results shown in Fig. 2.8b. 

The first reduction (sodium intercalation) of the composite electrode displayed a big, 

broad peak around 0.55 V, which disappeared in subsequent cycles, consistent with 

the disappearance of the tail of the discharge plateau in the subsequent galvanostatic 

cycles (see Fig. 2.8a). Furthermore, this peak was not present in the first cycle CV 

curve of the pure Na2Ti6O13 electrode (refer to Fig. 2.8b). Hence, this big 

irreversibility can be attributed to the carbon black additive. Due to the facts that the 

fifth cycle of the Na2Ti6O13/CB composite electrode displayed three times the 

reduction current and five times the oxidation current between 0.7 – 0.5 V compared 

to the corresponding processes in the fifth cycle of a pure Na2Ti6O13 electrode, it can 

be stated that the carbon black additives also take part in the sodium storage in this 

composite electrode. To calculate the fraction of CB contribution to the overall 

specific capacity, the observed charge capacity of a pure Na2Ti6O13 electrode can be 

correlated with that of a Na2Ti6O13/CB composite electrode (42 mAh/g vs 70 mAh/g, 

respectively). One can state that the extra 28 mAh/g capacity in the Na2Ti6O13/CB 

composite electrode originated from the CB additives. Hence, the fraction of the CB 

to the total charge capacity of a Na2Ti6O13/CB composite electrode was likely 

(28/70)  100 = 40 %. 
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Figure 2.8 | Cycling performance of Na2Ti6O13/CB composite electrode. (a) Galvanostatic cycling 

profiles of cycles 1 and 50 depicting the huge first discharge capacity with respect to a pure Na2Ti6O13 

electrode (see Fig. 2.5a). (b) Cyclic voltammograms of the first and the fifth cycles of a pure Na2Ti6O13 

and a Na2Ti6O13/CB composite electrode at a 0.05 mV/s scan rate. (c) Rate performance of a 

Na2Ti6O13/CB composite electrode at various rates. 
 

The cycling performance of the Na2Ti6O13/CB composite electrode was similarly 

found to be very stable (refer to Fig. 2.8c), though the high ICL it displayed is a major 

limitation. To circumvent this, graphite was chosen as an alternate conductive 

additive since it is known that graphite cannot store appreciable amounts of sodium.
50

 

The first cycle ICL of a Na2Ti6O13/graphite composite electrode was significantly less 

than that of a Na2Ti6O13/CB composite electrode and quite close to that of a pure 

Na2Ti6O13 electrode (see Fig. 2.9a). At low C rates, the Na2Ti6O13/graphite electrode 

performed similar to that of the pure Na2Ti6O13 electrode. However, at high rates (≥ 5 

C), the composite electrode delivered enhanced performance: the delivered charge 

capacity at 20 C rate was more than double (refer Fig. 2.9b) compared to that of pure 

Na2Ti6O13 electrode (see Fig. 2.7a). Moreover, even at an ultra-fast 30 C rate (2 min 

charge/discharge), the capacity was stable; when cycling was switched back to 5 C 

rate, 100% of the original 5 C capacity was obtained. Perez-Flores et al. have 

indicated that the intercalating sodium would likely reside in the central site between 
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the two existing sodium atoms within a hexatitanate unit tunnel.
46

 The easiest way to 

access these sites would be along the b-axis tunnels. However, the excellent high rate 

capability achieved by the nanorods in the present study, with their b-axis tunnels 

oriented along the length (extending up to 0.5-2 µm), suggests that there may be a 

possibility of sodium ions accessing these sites from the c-axis (and hence, 

perpendicular to the length, which would  result in high surface area exposed to the 

electrolyte). Ab-initio or atomistic simulation studies would help to clarify this 

observed storage performance.   

 

Figure 2.9 | Cycling performance of Na2Ti6O13/graphite composite electrode. (a) Galvanostatic cycling 

profiles of cycles 1 and 2 illustrating that the irreversible capacity loss increases by only a small amount 

when graphite is used with respect to a pure Na2Ti6O13 electrode (see Fig. 2.5a). (b) Rate performance of 

a Na2Ti6O13/graphite composite electrode at various rates.  
 

Inspired by the stable cycling and good rate performance of this material, long-term 

cycling was undertaken. A Na2Ti6O13/CB composite electrode retained 78% of its 

initial capacity after 3,000 cycles at 20 C rate as shown in Fig. 2.10a. When mixed 

with graphite, the Na2Ti6O13/graphite composite electrode could be cycled for an 

impressive 5,000 cycles at 20 C with capacity retention of 85% of its initial value (see 

Fig. 2.10b). More importantly, the CEff was observed to be at 98% throughout 

cycling. Furthermore, at a fast rate of 20 C, the composite electrodes still 

demonstrated similar plateau behaviour as that shown by their respective first cycles, 

even after long-term cycling, illustrating the robustness of the structure (refer to Fig. 

2.10c and Fig. 2.10d). Such good cycle life can be attributed to the minimal volume 

change experienced by this material during sodium storage found by the ex-situ XRD 
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studies (≈ 1 %). Though the theoretical capacity of Na2Ti6O13 is less, this is not of 

paramount importance for large-scale energy storage, such as micro-grids, which 

mainly require long cycle life, high rate capability and low cost demonstrated here. 

 

 

Figure 2.10 | Long term cycling of Na2Ti6O13 with conductive additives at a fast 20 C (3 min 

charge/discharge) rate. (a) 3,000 cycles of a Na2Ti6O13/CB composite electrode showing the charge 

capacity and coulombic efficiency. (b) 5,000 cycles of a Na2Ti6O13/graphite electrode. Corresponding 

galvanostatic cycling curves of (c) cycles 1 and 3,000 of a Na2Ti6O13/CB composite and (d) cycles 1 and 

5,000 of a Na2Ti6O13/graphite composite electrode. The plateau is clearly visible even after thousands of 

cycles, suggesting robustness of the electrodes upon long term cycling at high rates. 
 

2.4.4 Application to Full Cells 

A full cell of pure Na2Ti6O13 against Na3V2(PO4)2F3/C cathode, prepared in-house, 

was fabricated as a proof-of-concept. As presented in Fig. 2.11a, the preliminary 

results of full cell cycling show a discharge plateau at an average voltage of 2.5 V 

with a capacity of 42 mAh/g at a C/5 rate and good cycling stability. Such a high 

voltage full cell would greatly increase the energy density of a future NIB. More 

impressively, a Na3V2(PO4)2F3/C║Na2Ti6O13 full cell can be cycled with excellent 

cycling stability and a stable CEff between 97 and 99 % for over 400 cycles at 1 C, as 
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illustrated in Fig. 2.11b. These results prove that Na2Ti6O13 can cycle in a full NIB in 

as stable a manner as it does in a half cell. With further optimization, a stable cycle 

life exceeding 5,000 cycles can be expected even for a full NIB. 

 

Figure 2.11 | Illustration of Na2Ti6O13 being used as anode in a full NIB. (a) A pure Na2Ti6O13║ 

Na3V2(PO4)2F3/C full cell cycled at a C/5 rate, between 3.5 – 1.1 V. A capacity of 42 mAh/g was 

obtained, and found to be stable, after 20 cycles. (b) 400 cycles of a pure Na2Ti6O13║ Na3V2(PO4)2F3/C 

full cell cycled at 1 C rate. Good capacity retention is obtained along with a high coulombic efficiency. 

The capacity is displayed with respect to the anode weight, as excess cathode was utilized in these full 

cells. The electrolyte used was 1M NaClO4 in EC:PC (1:1 volume ratio). 

 

2.4.5 Stability of Sodiated Na2Ti6O13 

Another factor important for commercial application of Na2Ti6O13 in a NIB for grid 

storage applications is its stability in the sodiated state. Variable temperature XRD 

patterns on a fully discharged (to 0.5 V) pure Na2Ti6O13 electrode are presented in 

Fig. 2.12a. The sodiated Na2Ti6O13 phase was unaltered up to 500 °C, in contrast to 

the thermal instability of a carbon based anode.
30

 To complement above study on 

thermal stability of the sodiated material, TGA experiment was carried out on the 

fully discharged electrode. The sodiated material could retain 82 % of its initial 

weight after 500 °C, with major weight losses taking place close to 93 and 310 °C, 

which could be attributed to traces of surface-adsorbed moisture during the sample 

transfer and melting of residual NaClO4 salt, respectively (see Fig. 2.12b).
30

 While 18 

% weight loss may appear to be huge, this can be explained due to the relative weight 

ratio of the residual NaClO4 salt with that of the weight of the sample on which TGA 

measurements were conducted. For this TGA experiment, about 2 mg of sodiated 

Na2Ti6O13 was taken. The electrolyte (1M NaClO4 in EC:PC) quantity was about 150 
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μl in the coin cell. After opening of the cell, the sodiated powder was washed several 

times with PC solvent so as to remove the residual NaClO4 salt and then dried in 

vacuum. However, it can be calculated that 150 μl of this electrolyte contained about 

18.4 mg of NaClO4 salt. While washing was performed several times with PC, it is 

entirely possible that a fraction of this salt was not removed. If even 1-2 % of the salt 

remained, then that would translate to about 0.184 – 0.368 mg, which is 9-18 % by 

weight of the 2 mg powder sample we used for the TGA measurement, respectively. 

Despite this large contribution from the NaClO4 salt, the conclusions drawn from the 

TGA experiment, viz. the sodiated Na2Ti6O13 displayed negligible weight loss till 500 

°C, is still valid.  Hence, we believe that Na2Ti6O13 has high thermal stability and is a 

safe anode material for NIB application. 

 

Figure 2.12 | Stability of sodiated Na2Ti6O13. (a) Variable temperature XRD of a pure Na2Ti6O13 

electrode discharged to 0.5 V from room temperature to 500 °C. Absence of new peaks indicates good 

thermal stability of the sodiated phase. (b) TGA curve of a pure Na2Ti6O13 electrode discharged to 0.5V 

showing the loss of weight and its gradient. Majority of the weight loss takes place close to 100 and 310 

°C, which can be attributed to surface-adsorbed moisture and melting of residual NaClO4 salt, 

respectively. Hence, the sodiated Na2Ti6O13 material does not undergo much weight loss till 500 °C. 

 

2.5 Summary 

We report here preparation of Na2Ti6O13 nanorods by a soft-template method. The 

obtained nanorods are able to reversibly store close to one mole of sodium even 

without conductive additives, through a solid-solution mechanism. The 

Na2Ti6O13/graphite electrode can retain more than 85% of its capacity after 5,000 

cycles, with almost 100% coulombic efficiency. A 2.5 V NIB fabricated using 
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Na2Ti6O13 as anode against Na3V2(PO4)2F3/C cathode cycled in a very stable manner 

over 400 cycles. The sodiated material was found to be stable up to 500 °C, as 

confirmed by TGA and variable temperature XRD studies, indicating its thermal 

safety. We have also introduced graphite as an effective conductive additive which 

does not cause a big ICL in the first cycle at least if the lower cut-off voltage is 

restricted to 0.5 V vs Na/Na
+
, thus circumventing a common problem while using 

carbon black as additive. We believe that the combination of low material cost, long 

and stable cycle life (> 5,000 cycles), good thermal stability and high efficiency make 

this environmental friendly material a possible anode for NIB application. Due to this 

material’s outstanding high rate performance, its use for frequency regulation in grid 

storage would be quite appealing. However, due to its less capacity, its utilization 

towards load levelling applications may not be ideal; for those purposes, higher 

capacity materials may be better.  
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3.1 Preface to Chapter 3 

The electrochemical properties of Na2Ti3O7 in a sodium battery are reported. 

Micrometre sized Na2Ti3O7 prepared from a solid-state synthesis was initially utilized 

to obtain a deeper understanding into the sodium storage properties of this material. A 

Na/Na2Ti3O7 cell displayed a theoretical charge capacity of 178 mAh/g at 0.1 C rate at 

a very low average voltage of 0.3 V vs Na/Na
+
. High rate and long term cycling 

performance at different rates showed relatively stable storage capacities at high rates 

(5 C), but inadequate capacity retention at low rates such as 0.1 and 0.2 C. CV and 

GITT studies were used to obtain an insight into the kinetics of sodium insertion and 

extraction in Na2Ti3O7. In particular, a relatively high value for the sodium chemical 

diffusion coefficient was obtained for Na2Ti3O7 estimated using GITT. Hence, sub-

micrometric sized Na2Ti3O7/C synthesized by a unique solvothermal synthesis 

demonstrated greatly improved high rate performance, up to 40 C (or 1.5 min 

response). The advantages and limitations of this material will be discussed in 

relation to its application to grid storage NIBs. Furthermore, two puzzling 

observations made during the course of this work would also be discussed.  
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3.2 Introduction 

In the quest for higher capacity anode materials for NIB application, attention was 

focused on another sodium titanate phase, Na2Ti3O7, whose crystal structure was also 

solved by Andersson and Wadsley.
51

 This phase differs from that of Na2Ti6O13 in that 

it has a layered structure built up of three TiO6 octahedra which share two edges 

along one line above and below while simultaneously sharing corners, resulting in 

zigzag (Ti3O7)
2-

 layers, as depicted in Fig. 3.1. Within these layers, there are two 

different sodium sites.
52, 53

  The sodium atoms form ionic bonds with the TiO6 

octahedra, whereas the TiO6 octahedra innerlayers have strong covalent bonding, 

which leads to the stability of Na2Ti3O7.
52

   

 

Figure 3.1 | Crystal structure of Na2Ti3O7 when viewed along the b-axis demonstrating its layered 

structure. The b-axis is pointing perpendicularly out of the plane of the paper. 

 

The layered structure of Na2Ti3O7 renders it useful for a host of diverse applications, 

such as a sensor,
54

 photocatalyst
55

 or radioactive waste removal.
56

 Indeed, this 

material was recently shown to reversibly intercalate two moles of sodium through a 

two-phase reaction mechanism with a plateau centred at 0.3 V vs Na/Na
+
, resulting in 

a capacity of 178 mAh/g.
57

 After this first paper about the electrochemical activity of 
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Na2Ti3O7 in a sodium battery, there have been only a handful of reports in the 

literature about the sodium storage performance of this material. While there is 

accurate knowledge about the structural changes taking place in Na2Ti3O7 upon two 

moles of sodium storage, none of the reports demonstrate adequate cycling stability.
44, 

58-62
 With the aim to understand the performance of Na2Ti3O7 in a sodium battery 

better, we present here the improved cell cycling and rate capability of Na2Ti3O7 

prepared from a solid-state route using anatase-TiO2 and NaOH. We provide evidence 

to explain the extremely long first discharge of the Na2Ti3O7/CB (carbon black) 

composite electrode. We also report for the first time an interesting phenomenon 

relating to the appearance of a new charge plateau by raising the voltage window to 

0.1 V from 0.01 V vs Na/Na
+
. Further, CV and Galvanostatic Intermittent Titration 

Technique (GITT) studies on Na2Ti3O7 have been performed with the intention of 

understanding the kinetics of sodiation and de-sodiation within the Na2Ti3O7/CB 

composite electrode.  

After understanding the limitations imposed by the solid-state synthesis, we devised a 

new solvothermal synthesis route to obtain a more optimized morphology. This 

synthesis conducted in an ethanol medium is different from the established high-

pressure syntheses techniques of Na2Ti3O7 generally reported in the literature which 

all focus on water as the reaction medium (hydrothermal synthesis).
55, 63-65

 We 

demonstrate the best reported cycling performance of Na2Ti3O7, thus far, which is 

shown to be a direct outcome of this synthesis. Finally, some important 

considerations concerning this material as an NIB anode will be discussed.  

3.3 Experimental Section 

3.3.1 Synthesis 

3.3.1.1 Solid-state Synthesis 

Na2Ti3O7 was synthesized by the solid-state method. 1 g of anatase TiO2 prepared by 
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the soft-template method
66

 and 0.36 g of NaOH (Alfa Aesar), corresponding to a 

slight excess of NaOH with regard to the molar stoichiometry (NaOH:TiO2 = 1:1.5), 

were ball-milled in a planetary ball mill at 400 rpm for 4 h. The obtained powder was 

then calcined in air at 750 °C for 20 h.  

3.3.1.2 Solvothermal Synthesis 

Na2Ti3O7 was synthesized using a solvothermal approach. The sodium and titanium 

sources were sodium hydroxide and titanium isopropoxide respectively. They were 

taken in stoichiometric molar ratio with a 20% molar excess of the former. Gluconic 

acid lactone was used as the in-situ carbon source and absolute ethanol served as the 

medium. The reaction was carried out in a Teflon
®
 vessel sealed in a stainless steel 

autoclave at 180 °C for 6 h and allowed to cool naturally. The resulting solution with 

precipitates was centrifuged once with absolute ethanol and then dried in an oven 

kept at 70 °C for 4 h. The obtained orange-light brown powder was then calcined at 

800 °C for 4 h under argon gas flow in a tube furnace. The resulting black powder 

was the desired Na2Ti3O7 phase embedded in a carbon matrix (referred to as 

“Na2Ti3O7/C”). 

3.3.2 Synthesized Powder Characterization 

3.3.2.1 Solid-state Synthesized Na2Ti3O7 

PXRD patterns were recorded using a D5005 Bruker X-ray diffractometer equipped 

with Cu K radiation. The accelerating voltage and current were 40 kV and 40 mA, 

respectively. A scan speed of 0.015 °/s was used to record the PXRD patterns. Lattice 

parameters were obtained using TOPAS-R (version 3.0) software. The morphology of 

the product was examined using FESEM (model JEOL JSM-7000F) operated at 15 

kV and 20 mA and HRTEM (model JEOL JEM-2010). For FESEM examination, the 

sample surface was sputtered with a thin platinum coating. For HRTEM studies, the 

sample was dispersed in ethanol by sonication, a drop was loaded on Cu-grid and 
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dried. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) studies were performed with a Kratos 

AXIS Ultra
DVD

 (Kratos Analytical Ltd) at a base pressure of 1×10
-9

 Torr and a 

working pressure of 5×10
-9

 Torr with a mono Al Kα radiation. 

3.3.2.2 Solvothermal Synthesized Na2Ti3O7 

PXRD patterns were acquired on the as-synthesized Na2Ti3O7/C powder in the 2θ 

range of 8-70° with a Bruker AXS D8 ADVANCE powder diffractometer using Cu 

Kα radiation source and operated at 25 mA and 40 kV. Rietveld refinement was 

conducted with the TOPAS academic version 4.2 software. TGA was conducted by a 

TA instrument 2960 in air where the sample was heated from room temperature to 

750 °C with a 10 °C /min ramp rate. FESEM images were obtained using a JEOL 

JSM-7000F instrument operated at 20 mA and 15 kV. For the TEM, HRTEM and 

SAED experiments, the as-prepared powder was sonicated in ethanol and then loaded 

on a Cu grid. The prepared sample was then transferred to the JEOL TEM-2010 

instrument for data collection. N2 physisorption using a NOVA 1200 Quantachrome 

apparatus was utilized to collect the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area and 

the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) pore-size distribution. Prior to measurements, the 

Na2Ti3O7/C powder was dried in vacuum at 110 °C. 

3.3.3 Electrochemical Characterization 

3.3.3.1 Solid-state Synthesized Na2Ti3O7 

For sodium storage studies, composite electrodes were fabricated with the active 

material, Super P carbon black CB, and PVDF binder (Kynar 2801) in the weight 

ratio 70:20:10 using NMP as solvent. In all electrochemical tests, unless otherwise 

mentioned, the active material was ball-milled with CB at 400 rpm for 20 min using a 

FRITSCH Planetary Micro Mill PULVERISETTE 7 premium line ball mill with the 

balls made of Zirconia. The obtained slurry was coated uniformly on an etched 

copper foil (15 µm thick) using a doctor blade. The coated slurry was then dried at 
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110 °C under vacuum for 12 h. The dried slurry was pressed using a twin roller at a 

pressure of 37 psi to ensure close contact between the composite electrode materials 

and the current collector. The pressed electrodes were cut into circular discs of 16 mm 

diameter and consequently dried overnight at 110 °C in an argon filled chamber. 

Sodium metal foil (Merck), 1 M NaClO4 in EC (Alfa Aesar) and propylene carbonate 

PC (1:1 v/v) and Whatman Glass Microfibre Filter (Grade GF/F) were used as 

counter electrode, electrolyte and separator, respectively, to assemble coin-type cells 

(size 2016) in an argon filled glove box (MBraun, Germany). The geometrical area of 

the electrode was 2.0 cm
2
. The active material content in the electrode was around 1.5 

mg. Charge–discharge cycling at a constant current mode was carried out using a 

computer controlled Arbin battery tester (Model, BT2000, USA) and CV and GITT 

studies were carried out at room temperature using a computer controlled VMP3 

battery tester (Bio-logic, France) in the voltage window 0.01 – 2.5 V. For the GITT 

studies, a current pulse was applied for 10 min at 0.2 C rate and a relaxation period of 

2 h was given, unless the system attained equilibrium earlier.  

3.3.3.2 Solvothermal Synthesized Na2Ti3O7 

Composite electrodes were made with Na2Ti3O7/C: Super P carbon: sodium salt of 

carboxymethyl cyellulose (CMC) in the weight ratio 80:10:10. First, required weights 

of Na2Ti3O7/C and Super P carbon black were added to CMC-water solution. The 

resulting slurry was thoroughly mixed and then coated on an etched aluminium foil 

by the doctor blade method. The coated slurry was allowed to dry under vacuum for 

12 h at 110 °C, before being pressed by a twin roller at a pressure of 37 psi. The final 

electrode loading of Na2Ti3O7 (excluding the in-situ carbon) was between 1.5 – 2.0 

mg/cm
2
. These composite electrodes were used as the working electrode to construct 

three-electrode and two-electrode cells. For the three-electrode cells, sodium metal 

disk served as the counter electrode (CE) and a sodium metal ring served as the 

reference electrode (RE). Commercial three-electrode cells provided by MTI (model 
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number EQ-3ESTC15) were used. For the two-electrode cells, sodium metal disk 

served as the counter and reference electrodes, in a 2016-type coin cell. All cells were 

fabricated inside an Argon-filled glove box. 1M NaClO4 in EC:PC (1:1 v/v), prepared 

in-house from commercially available NaClO4 and solvents, was used as the 

electrolyte. The two-electrode cells were cycled on an Arbin battery tester (model 

BT2000, USA) while the three-electrode cells were cycled with a VMP3 instrument 

(Bio-Logic, France).  

3.4 Results and Discussion 

3.4.1 Solid-state Na2Ti3O7 Powder Characterization 

Synthesis reaction parameters including effects of (1) temperature and (2) time on 

two different sodium precursors have been optimised to establish the factors that 

govern the formation of pure Na2Ti3O7. Figure 3.2 presents the PXRD pattern of the 

as-synthesized Na2Ti3O7 under different calcination temperatures and times using 

NaOH as the sodium precursor. A calcination temperature of 650 °C was first 

attempted for two time intervals of 20 and 40 h. The crystalline phase obtained in this 

temperature did not match with any known standard JCPDS pattern. This phase is 

probably an intermediate phase to Na2Ti3O7. No significant electrochemical activity 

was detected with this intermediate phase.  

 

Figure 3.2 | Comparison of PXRD patterns with different calcination temperatures and times using 

NaOH and anatase-TiO2 as precursors. 
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When the calcination temperature was increased to 750 °C for 20 and 40 h, the 

diffraction patterns clearly matched the Na2Ti3O7 pattern (JCPDS - 72-0148) 

revealing monoclinic phase formation with space group P121/m1, consistent with the 

PXRD pattern obtained by Senguttuvan et al. 
57

 The increase in the calcination time 

from 20 to 40 h at the same temperature (750 °C) did not alter the phase purity. 

 

Figure 3.3 | Rietveld Refinement of the PXRD Data for the Na2Ti3O7 sample sintered at 750 °C for 20 h. 

 

Figure 3.3 presents the Rietveld refinement of the PXRD pattern obtained from the 

sample calcined at 750 °C for 20 h. The analysis suggested trace impurities of 

Na2Ti6O13 (2.3%) and rutile TiO2 (0.77%) along with formation of Na2Ti3O7.  Table 

2.1 shows relevant parameters obtained from the refinement. The lattice parameters 

(a, b, c, β and V) values obtained are in good agreement with published results. 
52, 57

  

Table 3.1 | Rietveld refinement parameters for Na2Ti3O7 calcined at 750 °C for 20 h. 

Space 

Group 

a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) β (°) Volume 

(Å3) 

R-

Bragg 

Rwp χ2 

P121/m1 8.565 3.802 9.128 101.589 291.181 3.551 16.76 1.16 

 

Further increasing the calcination temperature to 850 °C resulted in a qualitatively 

similar PXRD pattern which was obtained at 750 °C. However, Rietveld refinement 
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showed that the Na2Ti3O7 phase decreased to 95.15% for 850 °C- 10 h and further to 

82.63% for the 850 °C- 40 h calcination conditions. 

To examine the effect of a different precursor, Na2Ti3O7 was synthesized using 

sodium acetate as a sodium precursor under identical conditions. Figure 3.4 provides 

the PXRD patterns of the compound synthesized using CH3COONa and anatase TiO2. 

At 650 °C, the identical unknown phase was observed, as with NaOH precursor. At 

750 °C, the PXRD pattern seemed to be similar to Na2Ti3O7 but with impurities 

present. At 850 °C, a pure phase was obtained. In fact, Rietveld refinement suggests 

that the sample prepared at 850 °C- 20 h was 97.9% pure. Interestingly, the purity of 

that calcined at 850 °C-10 h was only 85.27%. This trend is opposite to that observed 

with the NaOH precursor; the sample prepared at 850 °C-10 h is purer than that at 

850 °C-20 h. Since a pure phase of Na2Ti3O7 was obtained at a lower temperature 

with the NaOH precursor, it was used for further investigations. 

 

Figure 3.4 | PXRD patterns obtained for the CH3COONa precursor at different calcination temperatures 

and times. 

 

The FESEM images of the as-prepared Na2Ti3O7 samples are shown in Fig. 3.5. The 

microstructure consisted of plate like agglomerates in the range of 5-50 μm. A higher 

magnification image revealed that each agglomerate consisted of small platelets of 

length 1-2 μm with thickness of 0.1-0.2 μm.   
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Figure 3.5 | FESEM images of Na2Ti3O7 calcined at 750 °C for 20 h. (a) FESEM image at magnification 

of ×2200 and (b) at magnification of ×9500.  

To further explore the morphology, TEM, HRTEM and SAED analysis were carried 

out on the Na2Ti3O7 sample (see Fig. 3.6). The platelets of thickness in the nanometre 

range can be seen from the TEM image (Fig. 3.6a), while the HRTEM image (Fig. 

3.6b) clearly shows lattice fringes indicating the single crystalline nature of the 

platelets. The width (0.84 nm) of neighbouring lattice fringes corresponds to the (100) 

plane of Na2Ti3O7. The SAED pattern depicted in Fig. 3.6c demonstrates the highly 

crystalline characteristic of the as-prepared Na2Ti3O7 platelets. Various planes 

corresponding to the Na2Ti3O7 have been indexed in Fig. 3.6c which is consistent 

with the PXRD pattern results shown in Fig. 3.2. 

 

Figure 3.6 | Morphology characterization of the as-prepared Na2Ti3O7 from the solid-state method. (a) 

TEM image obtained of a nanometer sized Na2Ti3O7 particle. (b) HRTEM image of a single Na2Ti3O7 

platelet and (c) SAED pattern of the sample shown in (a) and (b). 

 

XPS is a non-destructive technique well-suited for the evaluation of valence states of 

metal/non-metal ions and extensively used in the characterization of electrode 

materials. The binding energy values for the as-synthesized Na2Ti3O7 powder are 
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summarized in Table 2.2. The high resolution XPS spectrum for Ti 2p is depicted in 

Fig. 3.7. The binding energy of 458.2 eV obtained for the Ti 2p doublet is very similar 

to previously reported values.
67

 This confirms that the oxidation state of the titanium 

ions in the pristine powder is Ti
4+

.
68-70

 The binding energy values of 1071.05 eV for 

the Na 1s peak and of 529.85 eV for the O1s peak are also consistent with the 

literature.
67, 68, 71

 

Table 3.2 | XPS Results of the as synthesized Na2Ti3O7 powder. 

State Na 1s Ti 2P O 1s 

Binding energy (eV) 1071.05 458.2 529.85 

Atomic percentage 15.15 19.79 65.06 

 

 

Figure 3.7 | High resolution spectra for Ti 2p of as-prepared Na2Ti3O7 powder. 

 

EDX mapping showed no impurity elements. All three elements- Na, Ti and O- were 

found to be present uniformly throughout the bulk of the sample (Fig. 3.8). 
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Figure 3.8 | FESEM examination along with elemental mapping (EDX) for the elements Na, Ti and O 

for the as-synthesized Na2Ti3O7. No other impurity elements were detected. The mapped cyan, red and 

pink regions correspond to Na, Ti and O, respectively. The elemental mapping demonstrates a uniform 

distribution of elements throughout the volume of the sample analyzed. 

 

3.4.2 Electrochemical Properties of Solid-state Na2Ti3O7 

3.4.2.1 First Cycle Irreversibility 

Figure 3.9a presents the first discharge and the first charge of the ball-milled 

Na2Ti3O7/CB composite electrode against Na metal at 0.1 C rate (current value 

corresponding to two moles of sodium storage per mole of Na2Ti3O7 in 10 h 

according to a theoretical capacity of 178 mAh/g) over a voltage window 0.01 - 2.5 V. 

The first discharge consists of several plateaus, consistent with the earlier report.
57

 

Among these discharge plateaus, only the one at 0.2 V is seen upon subsequent 

cycling (refer to Fig. 3.10, discussed in the following section). To understand this 

long first discharge and the various plateaus for the Na2Ti3O7/CB composite 

electrode, CV studies were performed on both Na2Ti3O7/CB (Fig. 3.9b) and pure CB 

(Fig. 3.9c) electrodes. Referring to Fig. 3.9b, it can be seen that the first cycle 

reduction (i.e., Na-intercalation) process consists of two peaks: a broad peak at 0.45 V 

and a sharper peak at 0.07 V. On subsequent cycling, the 0.45 V reduction peak 
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vanishes completely while the 0.07 V reduction peak intensifies and shifts to 0.13 V. 

The first cycle oxidation process has a big, prominent peak at 0.47 V which does not 

alter upon cycling. On comparing this with the CV of the pure CB electrode, the 

broad first cycle reduction peak around 0.45 V is in good agreement with the first 

reduction peak obtained with the composite electrode. This 0.45 V peak for the pure 

carbon black electrode vanished upon cycling, similar to the case for the 

Na2Ti3O7/CB composite electrode. This fact suggests that the long first discharge 

observed for the Na2Ti3O7/CB composite electrode was not due to irreversible sodium 

storage in Na2Ti3O7. Interestingly, the oxidation peak of 0.10 V for the carbon black 

electrode did not appear in the CV curve of the Na2Ti3O7/CB composite electrode. 

This fact implies that the carbon additive does not take part in the sodium storage 

during the oxidation process. 

In addition, the formation of a SEI also contributes to the first cycle irreversibility, as 

electrolyte decomposition takes place at such reducing voltages.
29, 30, 41

 It was 

demonstrated in the previous chapter that graphite as a conductive additive helped 

mitigate the first cycle ICL in a Na2Ti6O13/graphite composite electrode. 
72

 However, 

a Na2Ti3O7/graphite composite electrode resulted in greater ICL in the first cycle, 

largely brought about due to lesser charge capacity of 156 mAh/g in comparison to 

that of a Na2Ti3O7/CB composite electrode (refer to Fig. 3.9d). It appears graphite as 

a conductive additive is effective in controlling the ICL if the lower cut-off voltage 

window is 0.5 V vs Na/Na
+
 (as was the case for Na2Ti6O13), but does not appear to 

influence the ICL if deep discharged down to 0.01 V. Hence, further electrochemical 

tests were conducted on a Na2Ti3O7/CB composite electrode. 
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Figure 3.9 | Investigation into the ICL during the first cycle of a Na2Ti3O7/CB composite electrode. (a) 

First discharge and subsequent charge of a Na2Ti3O7/CB composite electrode at 0.1 C. (b) CV graph at a 

scan rate of 0.05 mV/s of a coin cell with a Na2Ti3O7/CB composite electrode. (c) CV graphs at a scan 

rate of 0.05 mV/s of a coin cell with an electrode consisting of pure carbon black along with binder.(d) 

Comparison of the first cycle of a Na2Ti3O7/graphite and Na2Ti3O7/CB composite electrodes at identical 

C/5 rates. The same electrode composition was used for both composite electrodes (Na2Ti3O7: 

Graphite/Super P CB: PVDF = 70:20:10). Less charge capacity was obtained with slightly more ICL 

when graphite was used as a conductive additive. 

 

3.4.2.2 Long Term Cycling and Rate Performance 

From Open Circuit Voltage (OCV), the cell was first discharged and subsequently 

charged to obtain a first charge capacity of 178 mAh/g corresponding to two moles of 

sodium (refer Fig. 3.9a). Figure 3.10 provides the galvanostatic charge - discharge 

cycling curves of the Na2Ti3O7/CB composite electrode from second cycle onwards. 

The cycling consists of a discharge plateau at 0.2 V and a charge plateau at 0.4 V. It 

is interesting to note that the CEff of second discharge (205 mAh/g) and charge (177 

mAh/g) cycle is about 87% indicating that SEI formation takes place beyond the first 

cycle as well. Upon cycling, the capacity retention was found to slightly decrease but 

at the end of the 90
th
 cycle the capacity stabilized to 98 mAh/g.  
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Figure 3.10 | Cycling of Na2Ti3O7 electrode with 20% carbon black and 10% binder at 0.1 C rate 

showing charge-discharge curves for cycles 2, 25, 75 and 90 in the voltage window of 0.01 – 2.5V. 

 

The long term cycling performance of the as-synthesized Na2Ti3O7 at various rates is 

shown in Fig. 3.11a, Fig. 3.11b and Fig. 3.11c. A first charge capacity of 185.6, 97.9 

and 80.2 mAh/g could be obtained at 0.2, 2 and 3 C rates respectively. The capacity 

fading tended to decrease as the rate of cycling increased. This declining capacity at 

high C rates hints that the rate limiting step for this material could be diffusion, since 

the Na
+
 ions have insufficient time to intercalate and de-intercalate at high C rates. 

This fact will be discussed in section 3.4.2.5.   

The rate performance of the Na2Ti3O7/CB composite electrode is summarized in Fig. 

3.11d. The cell was cycled at six different rates of 0.1, 0.2, 1, 2, 3 and 5 C in the 

voltage window 0.01-2.5 V. As expected, the charge capacity decreases from 175 

mAh/g at 0.1 C rate to about 71 mAh/g at 5 C rate, again implying a diffusion limited 

Na
+
 ion mass transport. Upon decreasing the current from 5 C to 0.2 C, 130 mAh/g 

(which is about 93% of the initial 0.2 C capacity) was obtained. This demonstrates 

good capacity retention and flexibility when operating conditions switch from high to 

low rates.  
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Figure 3.11 | Long term cycling and rate performance of a Na2Ti3O7/CB composite electrode at various 

rates. (a) Cell Cycling of Na2Ti3O7/CB electrode at 0.2 C. (b) Cycling at 2 C rate, (c) Cycling at 3 C rate 

and (d) Rate performance of Na2Ti3O7/CB electrode. All cells cycled in a voltage window of 0.01-2.5 V. 

 

3.4.2.3 Effect of Ball-milling on Cycling Performance  

 

Figure 3.12 | Effect of ball-milling on cycling performance. Cycling at 0.2 C rate of (a) active material 

hand ground with carbon black and (b) active material ball-milled with carbon. 

 

Figure 3.12 provides a comparison of the electrodes prepared by hand grinding with 

that using a planetary ball mill. Less charge capacity is obtained with greater fading if 

the sample is hand ground with CB. The better performance obtained for the ball-

milled sample implies particle size reduction. Indeed, this was confirmed by FESEM 
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images taken on the pure Na2Ti3O7 sample which was ball-milled at 400 rpm for 20 

min (refer to Fig. 3.13). It can be seen that some of the as-synthesized particle size 

reduces from 1-2 μm (presented in Fig. 3.5) to less than 100 nm upon ball-milling, 

reducing the particle size by two orders of magnitude. This would promote efficient 

Na
+
 ion diffusion into the bulk, due to a reduced diffusion length.

73
 

 

Figure 3.13 | Effect of ball-milling on reducing the active material particle size. FESEM image taken of 

(a) pure Na2Ti3O7 ball-milled at 400 rpm for 20 min at a ×200,000 magnification and (b) ball-milled 

Na2Ti3O7 with CB at 400 rpm for 20 min at a ×150,000 magnification. 

 

3.4.2.4 Effect of Voltage Window on Cycling Performance 

Figure 3.14a and Fig. 3.14b show the first 50 cycles of the ball-milled samples at 0.1 

C over the voltage window 0.01 – 2.5 V and 0.1 – 2.5 V, respectively. If the lower 

cut-off voltage is increased from 0.01 to 0.1 V, three noticeable changes take place. 

Firstly, the capacity delivered decreases, as expected. Secondly, the cycling stability 

improves significantly, which is illustrated clearly in Fig. 3.14c. In the first 50 cycles, 

the charge capacity drops by 63 mAh/g for the cell cycled between 0.01 - 2.5 V, but 

only drops by 36 mAh/g when the Na2Ti3O7/CB composite electrode is cycled 

between 0.1-2.5 V.  
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Figure 3.14 | Effect of voltage window on cycling profile and performance. (a) Na2Ti3O7/CB ball-milled 

sample cycled between 0.01 – 2.5 V. (b) Na2Ti3O7/CB ball-milled sample cycled between 0.1 – 2.5 V. (c) 
Charge capacity vs cycle number for (a) and (b). 

 

Lastly, and most intriguingly, a new charge plateau was observed at 0.25 V when the 

electrodes were cycled between 0.1 – 2.5 V. This strange plateau behaviour is clearly 

highlighted in the CV curves (presented in Fig. 3.15b). The first reductions shown in 

Fig. 3.15a and Fig. 3.15b have the same broad peak around the 0.45 – 0.5 V range in 

both voltage windows due to the CB additive. Upon cycling, this reduction peak 

vanished in the CV curves while only the reduction peak located at 0.13 V was 

exhibited, in both cases. The fact that reduction takes place at almost the same 

voltage, suggests that the Na
+
 ion intercalation is the same. However, two oxidation 

peaks (0.28 V and 0.44 V) were found when the electrodes were cycled between 0.1 - 

2.5 V. The intensity of the new peak observed at 0.28 V diminished upon cycling 

while the 0.44 V peak became more prominent. The reason for the appearance of the 

new peak has been given in detail in chapter 5. 
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Figure 3.15 | Cyclic voltammetry curves illustrating the effect of voltage window. CV at a scan rate of 

0.05 mV/s showing the first and the fifth cycles of Na2Ti3O7/CB ball-milled composite electrode at a 

voltage window of (a) 0.01 – 2.5 V and (b) 0.1 – 2.5 V. 

 

3.4.2.5 Study of Sodium Insertion and Extraction Kinetics 

Since the lower capacity observed at high rates suggests a diffusion limited response, 

further investigations were performed using CV. The CV plot of the Na2Ti3O7/CB 

sample is shown in Fig. 3.16a over the voltage window 0.01 – 2.5 V at different scan 

rates. It can be seen that the oxidation and reduction peaks do not alter at different 

scan rates. This confirms the good reversibility of the Na2Ti3O7/CB composite 

electrode. However, it is interesting to note that the oxidation peak intensity is almost 

double that of the reduction current peak. This seems to imply that the Na
+
 ion 

extraction process upon charging is more facile than the Na
+ 

ion insertion process 

during discharging. The oxidation and reduction peak currents were plotted with the 

square root of the scan rate (Fig. 3.16b). The linear relation obtained for both 

oxidation and reduction shows that the intercalation and de-intercalation process is 

controlled by diffusion.
74
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Figure 3.16 | Evaluation of the sodium storage kinetics using cyclic voltammetry. (a) CV plot for 

Na2Ti3O7/CB composite electrode for the fifth cycles at various scan rates in the voltage window of 

0.01-2.5 V. (b) Plot of the peak current versus square root of scan rate. 

 

To gain a better understanding of the kinetics during the insertion of Na
+
 ions in 

Na2Ti3O7, the sodium chemical diffusion coefficient was calculated using GITT. The 

procedure used for GITT has been described elsewhere.
75

 The sodium chemical 

diffusion coefficient has been estimated from the GITT curves (refer to Fig. 3.17a) 

using equation (3.1): 

 

                                        
 

  
 
    

   
   

   

   
                   

  

     
                       (3.1) 

 

In this equation, τ is the time period of the current pulse during charge or discharge 

for a constant current value, mB is the mass of the electroactive material, MB is its 

molecular weight and Vm is its molar volume, S is the total area of contact of the 

electrolyte with the electrode, ΔEs is the difference in the open circuit voltage 

measured at the end of the relaxation period for two successive steps, ΔEτ is the 

difference in the cell voltage at the beginning and the end of the current pulse and l is 

the thickness of the electrode. The molar volume used in this equation was obtained 

from the XRD data.
76

 This equation can be applied only if there is a linear correlation 

of Eτ with τ
1/2

, which was obtained (refer to Fig. 3.17b). This technique gives accurate 

results only for small stoichiometric changes and is strictly meant only for a vario-
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stoichiometric phase, meaning a solid-solution mechanism.
75, 77

 As a consequence, we 

have applied this technique for a current pulse in the initial stages of discharge of the 

second cycle, where the composition of the electrode is still close to Na2Ti3O7. The 

value of the sodium chemical diffusion coefficient during the insertion of Na
+
 ions 

into Na2Ti3O7 is calculated to be approximately 3.48×10
-12

 cm
2
/s. This is considerably 

higher than the sodium ion diffusion coefficient for the cathode Na4Mn9O18 (around 

10
-15 

- 10
-16 

cm
2
/s)

78
, indicating the potential for fast-rate application if appropriate 

Na2Ti3O7 morphology can be obtained.  

 

Figure 3.17 | Evaluation of the sodium chemical diffusion coefficient during the insertion of Na+ ions 

into Na2Ti3O7 using GITT. A representative pulse used for GITT calculations showing (a) one pulse 

during the initial stages of discharge along with the subsequent relaxation step, and the previous step’s 

relaxation step, and (b) the linear relationship between Eτ with τ1/2 which is needed for utilizing the GITT 

relation. 

 

3.4.3 Solvothermal Na2Ti3O7 Powder Characterization 

Since the GITT studies indicated a fairly high sodium chemical diffusion coefficient 

for Na2Ti3O7, efforts were made towards decreasing particle size from lengths > 1-2 

μm obtained from the solid-state synthesis previously described to sub-micrometre 

dimensions. Furthermore, it was thought that as Na2Ti3O7 is a poor electronic 

conductor,
59

 it will be important that it be made sufficiently electronically conducting 

so as to enhance its high rate performance.  To achieve both these goals 

simultaneously, Na2Ti3O7 was synthesized by using a solvothermal approach with 

ethanol as the reaction medium and gluconic acid lactone acting as a carbon source so 
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as to form some kind of in-situ carbon coating or matrix. As depicted in Fig. 3.18a, 

Rietveld refinement of the structural model with the XRD pattern collected on the as-

synthesized material suggests that a pure phase of Na2Ti3O7 was obtained 

crystallizing in the P121/m1 space group with good refinement reliability factors and 

lattice parameters consistent with the literature (a = 9.121(4) Å, b = 3.800(4) Å, c = 

8.558(6) Å and β = 101.593 °).
44

 TGA reveals that the as-synthesized material bears 

about 14.5 wt% of in-situ carbon (see Fig. 3.18b). Please note that this combination of 

Na2Ti3O7 with in-situ carbon is termed as “Na2Ti3O7/C” henceforth in this text. 

 

 

Figure 3.18 | Na2Ti3O7/C powder characterization through XRD and TGA. (a) Rietveld refinement of 

the as obtained material showing the good fit between the measured pattern and the calculated pattern 

and the calculated lattice parameters. Please note that “A” in the lattice parameter units refers to 

Angstroms, Å. (b) TGA curve reveals the amount of in-situ carbon arising from the use of gluconic acid 

lactone in the synthesis. 

 

To gauge the effect of this synthesis on the as-synthesized powder’s morphology, 

FESEM was utilized. The FESEM image exhibits submicron particles of the as-

synthesized Na2Ti3O7/C (refer to Fig. 3.19a). It should be stated that it is undesirable 

to downsize the particle dimensions too much as nano-sizing leads to a loss in the 

voltage plateaus, thereby eliminating the major advantage of this material and 

resulting in lower energy density, as demonstrated for Na2Ti3O7 by a previous study.
60

 

To gauge the nature of the carbon present, SAED and HRTEM was performed and 

they revealed single crystalline Na2Ti3O7 platelets with the carbon existing as an 

amorphous matrix (revealed by diffuse SAED rings) surrounding the Na2Ti3O7 

particles (shown in Fig. 3.19b). Hence, it can be expected that the as-synthesized 
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powder should be able to overcome sodium-ion diffusion limitations and potentially 

ensure full utilization of the active material mass at high rates when cycled in a 

sodium battery. 

 

Figure 3.19 | Na2Ti3O7/C powder’s morphology characterization. (a) FESEM image highlighting the 

sub-micrometre particle dimensions. (b) TEM image with the SAED pattern of the surrounding carbon 

matrix indicating its amorphous nature due to the absence of any diffraction spots. The HRTEM on a 

single crystalline Na2Ti3O7 platelet shows clear lattice fringes corresponding to the (301) plane with a 

spacing of 2.64 Å. 

 

These sub-micron sized Na2Ti3O7 particles embedded in a carbon matrix result in a 

very high surface area of around 196 m
2
/g, as indicated by the BET adsorption 

isotherm depicted in Fig. 3.20a. Furthermore, the BJH pore size distribution shown in 

Fig. 3.20b of the as-synthesized material demonstrates pores of around 3.8 nm. The 

existence of these pores along with a high surface area would enable adequate 

electrolyte wetting, which would help lead to excellent high rate performance 

(demonstrated in the following section). 

 

Figure 3.20 | Na2Ti3O7/C powder’s surface area and pore size characterization. (a) BET isotherm with 

the measured surface area and (b) BJH pore size distribution showing the pore size distribution. 
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3.4.4 Solvothermal Na2Ti3O7/C Cycling Performance 

The sodium storage performance of the as-synthesized Na2Ti3O7/C composite 

electrode prepared by the solvothermal process is depicted in Fig. 3.21. From Fig. 

3.21a, one can notice that the material can now be cycled up to a very fast 40 C rate 

(1.5 min charge/discharge). Furthermore, the high rate performance was greatly 

improved: charge capacities of 97, 70, 43 and 18 mAh/g were witnessed at 5, 10, 20 

and 40 C, respectively. This is in stark contrast to the relatively poor high rate cycling 

of Na2Ti3O7 material prepared from solid-state synthesis shown in Fig. 3.11d (only 71 

mAh/g was obtained at 5 C). These cycling results are the most promising displayed 

for this material in the literature and are a direct result of the optimized sub-

micrometric Na2Ti3O7 particles embedded in an electronically conducting carbon 

matrix arising from the unique solvothermal synthesis employed in this work.  

While this synthesis led to improved high rate performance, it could not adequately 

improve the cycling stability as the Na2Ti3O7/C composite electrode was found to be 

stable only at high rates from 10 C onwards. At low rates (≤ 2 C), the material still 

displayed poor capacity retention, similar to that seen for the solid-state synthesized 

Na2Ti3O7 (refer to Fig. 3.11d). This fact is fully appreciated by comparing Fig. 3.21b 

with Fig. 3.11a: the Na2Ti3O7/C composite electrode was able to retain 57.7 % of its 

initial capacity over 100 cycles at a 0.2 C rate, while the Na2Ti3O7/CB composite 

electrode prepared from solid-state synthesis demonstrated capacity retention of 56 

%. Even though the high rate performance of Na2Ti3O7 was improved by particle 

downsizing and increased electronic conductivity achieved through a solvothermal 

synthesis, the cycling stability still was not satisfactory. In fact, it was very recently 

shown that the fully discharged material (i.e. Na4Ti3O7) undergoes self-relaxation.
44

 

This structural instability seems to be an inherent trait of the Na4Ti3O7 phase and may 

likely be the reason for its poor cycling stability observed in this work, as well as in 

other published studies.
44, 57-62
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Figure 3.21 | Cycling performance of Na2Ti3O7/C prepared by the solvothermal synthesis. (a) Charge 

capacity obtained vs cycle number at various rates. (b) 100 cycles at 0.2 C rate. (c) Corresponding 

galvanostatic cycling curves for (a). For the rate performance test, Na2Ti3O7/C was cycled in a three-

electrode cell, with the cycling limits controlled by the working electrode’s voltage. The cycling profiles 

shown in (c) are for the resulting two-electrode’s cycling profile (the profile of sodium metal counter 

electrode subtracted from that of the working electrode). The reason for this will be clear in chapter 4. 

 

The galvanostatic cycling curves of the rate performance test (refer to Fig. 3.21c) 

elicit two important points. Firstly, they demonstrate progressively increasing 

polarization with complete loss of the charge plateaus at 20 and 40 C. In particular, it 

is noteworthy that the polarization displayed by this material is still greater than 0.20 

V even at very slow cycling rates of C/5 despite incorporating Na2Ti3O7 within a 

conductive carbon matrix. A recent report
59

 has discussed that a polarization ≥ 0.225 

V can be expected for this material as it could be dictated by thermodynamic factors, 

likely owing to structural considerations.
58

 Hence, it could be possible that further 

morphology optimization may not have much effect on its cycling stability and 

polarization, a fact which would be quite detrimental towards its utilization as an 

anode for NIB application.  
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Secondly, the discharge curves of this material at high rates (for example, 1 and 2 C) 

exhibit a peculiar voltage step, highlighted by the green box in Fig. 3.21c. Such a 

voltage step is not witnessed at low C rates during discharge (such as, at C/5) or in the 

corresponding charging curves. In fact, this observation is similar to that observed by 

us on another material, the cathode Na3V2(PO4)3.
15

 The cause for this unusual voltage 

step has been uncovered and will be discussed in chapter 4. Chapter 4 will also 

provide the reasoning behind cycling the Na2Ti3O7/C in a three-electrode cell. 

3.5 Summary 

We have attempted to gain a deeper understanding into the sodium storage 

performance of Na2Ti3O7. Firstly, we have synthesized Na2Ti3O7 by a solid-state 

route using anatase TiO2 and NaOH. The as-prepared micrometer sized powder is 

predominantly Na2Ti3O7. Ball-milling was carried out along with the carbon additive 

to enhance the electronic conductivity and to downsize the Na2Ti3O7 particles. This 

Na2Ti3O7/CB composite electrode delivered theoretical capacities at slow cycling 

rates with a small amount of fade per cycle. In contrast, the cycling retention 

improved significantly at high rates, though the capacities delivered were 

considerably less than the theoretical value. It was found that ball-milling Na2Ti3O7 

with CB demonstrated better storage performance in terms of both delivered capacity 

and retention, when compared with hand-grinding Na2Ti3O7 with CB for the 

preparation of electrodes. The ICL in the first cycle is due to electrolyte 

decomposition to form an SEI. In this regard, switching the conductive additive from 

CB to graphite did not decrease the ICL, implying that graphite is an effective 

conductive additive only if the galvanostatic cycling of an anode is stopped around 

0.5 V vs Na/Na
+
 (as was done in the previous chapter) but is ineffective if discharged 

down to 0.01 V vs Na/Na
+
. Interestingly, we found that increasing the lower cut-off 

voltage from 0.01 to 0.1 V introduced a new charge plateau during cycling. The cause 
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for this new plateau will be discussed in chapter 5. CV studies indicated that sodium 

intercalation and de-intercalation was limited by diffusion. Hence, the chemical 

diffusion coefficient for the insertion of sodium ions into this material was obtained 

using GITT technique and estimated to be 3.48×10
-12

 cm
2
/s.  

The relatively high value of the diffusion coefficient prompted us to, secondly, devise 

a new synthesis strategy so as to decrease the particle size to sub-micrometric 

dimensions as it was believed that large particle size was the reason for poor high rate 

sodium storage performance of Na2Ti3O7 synthesized from the solid-state method. 

Particle size reduction was achieved through a novel solvothermal synthesis 

approach, which also resulted in Na2Ti3O7 particles being embedded in a carbon 

matrix. The resulting Na2Ti3O7/C was shown to display excellent high rate 

performance, storing sodium even at a very fast 40 C rate. However, the cycling was 

not found to be adequately stable. Furthermore, the material demonstrated a large 

polarization ≥ 0.20 V even at low rates of cycling. Such a large polarization would 

undoubtedly result in low RTEE of a NIB, adversely affecting its sodium storage 

performance. These two drawbacks, viz. poor cycling stability and high polarization, 

are believed to be inherent to the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na4Ti3O7 sodium storage pathway. 

Hence, it may be unlikely that improvements in its cycling could be made through 

morphology optimization, unless the crystal structure of Na2Ti3O7 is appropriately 

modified such as through stabilizing dopants. With these results, we believe that 

while Na2Ti3O7 holds great promise as a non-carbon based, low-voltage anode 

material for room temperature NIB applications owing to its high capacity (178 

mAh/g), low average voltage (0.3 V vs Na/Na
+
) and good sodium chemical diffusion 

coefficient, it is yet to display all qualities required for a NIB anode to be employed 

for grid storage. The quest for such a suitable NIB anode material is, hence, still not 

complete.  
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4.1 Preface to Chapter 4 

The galvanostatic cycling of electrode materials in lithium or sodium batteries is 

assumed to arise just from the contribution of the working electrode, with the counter 

electrode seen as always operating at a fixed potential. In this chapter, a hitherto 

unreported phenomenon in sodium batteries is revealed which involves a voltage step 

seen in the discharge profiles at high rates of two-phase electrode materials that is 

produced not from a change in voltage of the working electrode, but from an increase 

in polarization of the counter electrode. The choice of solvent used is critical in this 

context, with the phenomenon existing for EC:PC solvent and not for PC. It arises 

due to a passivation layer(s) formed on the sodium counter electrode. The voltage 

step is observed only in the presence of sodium metal as the counter electrode, as it is 

not seen in full sodium-ion cells. This passivation layer(s) also causes a sodium 

counter electrode to operate at high overvoltage at high C rates (or current densities), 

as much as 0.2 V vs Na/Na
+
 or ever higher. The results contained in this chapter are 

believed to have profound implications for all researchers working in the field of 

NIBs, especially those evaluating the sodium storage performance of low voltage 

anodes. 
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4.2 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, a peculiar voltage step was observed in the galvanostatic 

profiles during the discharge (sodium insertion) of Na2Ti3O7 at high rates, but such a 

step was not observed during the corresponding charge (sodium extraction) profiles 

and also not during slow rates of discharge/charge.  In fact, in a recent publication, we 

also noticed such a voltage step in the galvanostatic profile of Na3V2(PO4)3 (NVP) 

during discharge when cycled in a sodium half cell.
15

 Similar to the case of Na2Ti3O7, 

this voltage step was noticed only at high rates of discharge, and was not observed 

during the charge cycle. Even more intriguingly, other reports published on NVP did 

not exhibit this voltage step.
79-82

 Thinking that this voltage step observation in 

Na2Ti3O7 and NVP was interrelated, we sought to reproduce this on another material 

and understand its cause. 

In this chapter, we report this observed phenomenon on another material, NaTi2(PO4)3 

(NTP). This material was chosen due to its flat cycling profile owing to its two-phase 

sodium storage mechanism, as well as its redox potential (≈ 2.1 V vs Na/Na
+
) lying 

right in the middle of the electrochemical stability window of the electrolyte solutions 

based on alkyl carbonate solvents.
30, 32

 It will be shown that this voltage step is not 

caused by any change in the working electrode (WE). Surprisingly, it arises due to an 

in-situ passivation layer formed on the sodium counter electrode (CE) caused by 

solvent interactions that produce surface species, which form and dissolve during 

each cycle. The traits of this passivation layer and implications to full sodium-ion 

cells will be discussed. To the best of our knowledge, this would be the first instance 

where the galvanostatic cycling profile of a sodium battery is influenced by a 

passivation layer formed on the CE. Another important effect of the sodium CE 

towards assessment of a working electrode’s sodium storage performance will be 
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stated which is believed to be quite important for all researchers working in the NIB 

field, especially those studying low voltage anodes. 

4.3 Experimental Section 

4.3.1 Synthesis 

NaTi2(PO4)3 was synthesized using the soft-template approach. Sodium acetate, 

orthophosphoric acid, titanium isopropoxide and CTAB were used as the sodium, 

phosphate, titanium and templating sources, respectively. An ethanol-water mixture 

constituted the reaction medium to which appropriate molar ratios of the chemicals 

were added, with 3.64 g of CTAB being utilized. The resulting solution was stirred 

for 12 h, before being dried by roto-evaporation. Finally, the powder was made to 

undergo a two-step calcination process (450 °C for 4 h before being ramped up to 800 

°C for another 4 h) and allowed to cool naturally. The resultant black powder was the 

desired product. For the micro-sized NTP, the same synthesis procedure was adopted 

as described above, except for the fact that CTAB was not used.  

4.3.2 Synthesized Powder Characterization 

PXRD patterns were recorded using a D2 Phaser Bruker X-ray diffractometer 

equipped with Cu K radiation. The accelerating voltage and current were 40 kV and 

40 mA, respectively. A step size of 0.02° was used with 0.2 s per step. TGA was 

conducted by a TA instrument 2960 in air where the sample was heated from room 

temperature to 900 °C with a 10 °C/min ramp rate.  

4.3.3 Electrochemical Characterization 

Coin-cells were fabricated with NTP as the working electrode and sodium metal as 

the CE and the reference electrode (RE). The NTP electrode consisted of NTP: PVDF 

binder in the weight ratio of 90:10 (no external Super P carbon black was used). For 

the three-electrode cells, NTP electrode served as the WE, sodium metal disk served 
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as the CE and a sodium metal ring served as the RE. Commercial three-electrode cells 

provided by MTI (model number EQ-3ESTC15) were used. In all cases, the 

electrolytes used were 1M NaClO4 in ethylene carbonate (EC): propylene carbonate 

(PC) in a 1:1 volume ratio, and 1M NaClO4 in PC, as specified. Electrochemical 

Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) studies were performed on a three-electrode cell using 

the VMP3 instrument (Bio-Logic, France) between 1 MHz to 10 mHz and the 

resulting Nyquist plots were fit using the EC-Lab software (ver. 10.19). Other 

relevant information is the same as that contained in the previous chapters. 

4.4 Results and Discussion 

4.4.1 As-synthesized Powder Characterization 

Since the desired objective in this work was to firstly reproduce the voltage step in 

NTP as well, an optimized morphology was required. This was achieved through a 

soft-template synthesis which has been shown previously to obtain favourable 

morphology for Na2Ti6O13 in chapter 2, as well as for other titanates such as TiO2.
66

 

The PXRD pattern of the as-synthesized NTP powder, shown in Fig. 4.1a, suggests 

that a pure phase with no impurity peaks was obtained, when compared with the 

standard pattern (number 20776) of the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD). 

A uniform morphology in the nanometer dimensions resulted from this synthesis 

procedure, with an average particle size being around 100 nm (refer to Fig. 4.1b). 

Such small particle size is desirable and expected to result in excellent high rate 

performance.  The other component towards good sodium storage performance at 

high rates, viz. adequate electronic conductivity, was also achieved through this 

synthesis due to the presence of in-situ carbon. TGA analysis, presented in Fig. 4.1c, 

indicates that the as-prepared material consisted of around 12 weight % in-situ 

carbon. Hence, the soft-template synthesis gave rise to quite optimal morphology of 
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NTP and electrochemical measurements were thus performed with the hope of 

witnessing the voltage step.  

 

Figure 4.1 | Material characterization of the as-prepared NTP. (a) PXRD pattern demonstrating the good 

match obtained with the standard pattern of NTP.  (b) FESEM image of NTP showing uniform particle 

size around 100 nm. (c) TGA curve of NTP in air depicting the amount of in-situ carbon as a result of the 

soft-template synthesis to be around 12 wt%. 

 

 

4.4.2 Reproduction of the Voltage Step Phenomenon 

Figure 4.2a depicts the cycling of NTP in a two-electrode coin cell versus sodium 

metal acting as the CE and RE simultaneously. The voltage step on discharge in 

EC:PC solution at 5 C rate is clearly seen. At a low C/5 rate, this step is barely 

noticeable. The step is also observed at other high rates (e.g., 1, 2 and 10 C) in EC:PC 

solution (see Fig. 4.2b). This result is analogous to that seen in the discharge profile 

of  NVP at high rates.
15

 It should be mentioned that the voltage step is witnessed in 

EC:PC solution irrespective of the NTP morphology, as illustrated by Fig. 4.2d and 

Fig. 4.2e, which indicates that the step can be elicited even by electrodes consisting of 

micro-sized NTP particles.  
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Figure 4.2 | Reproduction of the voltage step phenomenon in NTP. (a) Illustration of the voltage step 

phenomenon. The voltage step is witnessed in EC:PC based solutions at high rates of discharge but not 

in PC solutions. The voltage step is observed at different rates in EC:PC solution (b) but not in PC 

solution at the same rates (c). (d) FESEM image of micro-sized NTP prepared by the soft-template 

synthesis and (e) its corresponding galvanostatic cycling in EC:PC solution, demonstrating that the 

voltage step will be witnessed irrespective of the morphology of the WE.  
 

Surprisingly, when cycled in 1M NaClO4 in PC, the NTP electrode did not display a 

voltage step for any C rate (refer to Fig. 4.2a and Fig. 4.2c). Such an observation 

mirrors the lack of voltage step seen in NVP by other groups, as all other reports 

published on NVP in the literature use PC as the solvent. 
79-82

 Since the same material 

is used as the WE, the voltage step should not arise from the way Na intercalates into 

the crystal structure of NTP irrespective of the solvents used. This fact is very 

surprising since the flat plateau nature of the cycling profile, before and after the 

voltage step, seems to indicate that there could be different two-phase domains or two 

different energetic sites for inserted Na-ions.  
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4.4.3 Three-electrode Cycling Studies 

 

Figure 4.3 | Three-electrode cycling of NTP to understand the cause of the voltage step phenomenon. 

Three- electrode cycling for NTP WE against Na CE and RE, in 1M NaClO4 in EC:PC (a) and PC (b). 

Abrupt increase of the Na CE’s polarization midway through discharge in EC:PC solution is clearly seen 

and results in the voltage step in WE-CE profile seen in the traditional half cell approach. 

 

From previous work 
83, 84

, it is well known that WE materials operating within the 

electrolyte solution’s stability zone (away from low voltages which lead to SEI 

formation)  may be covered by a passivation layer when they come in contact with 

the electrolyte solution due to surface interactions of transition metal oxides with 

electrophilic solvents such as alkyl carbonates. Therefore, it was thought that there 

could be a passivation layer formed on NTP electrodes which is different in EC:PC 

solutions compared to PC, similar to the differences seen on the SEI formed on hard 

carbon anodes in these solvents.
30

 To glean more insight into this unusual voltage 

step, a three-electrode cell was constructed using EC:PC and PC based solutions. The 

corresponding cycling curves are presented in Fig. 4.3a and Fig. 4.3b, respectively. 

Surprisingly, the behavior of the WE was found to be identical in both solutions. 

What was striking was the role of the sodium metal CE upon discharge; in EC:PC 

solutions, a clear voltage polarization-step is seen around 65 mAh/g which is absent in 

pure PC solutions. Hence, it is not a surprise to note that the traditional two-electrodes 

cycling curve, which is just a result of the cycling profile of the CE subtracted from 

that of the WE, exhibits the voltage step. 
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4.4.4 Impedance Studies 

 

Figure 4.4 | EIS studies on uncycled cells. Nyquist plots for the Na CE as a function of time for 

uncycled cells in (a) EC:PC and (b) PC solution. (c) Nyquist plots for the NTP WE in both solutions. 

The scale of the x and y axes have been purposely kept different to help conveniently gauge the shape of 

the impedance spectra. 

 

The difference in the polarization of the sodium CE clearly suggests a difference in 

the way these solutions interact with sodium metal. To understand this interaction, 

EIS was performed on three-electrode cells. Firstly, an experiment was undertaken to 

examine what happens to the sodium CE when a cell is fabricated without any current 

passing through it. The Nyquist plots of the impedance response of the Na CE as a 

function of time in both EC:PC and PC solutions are presented in Fig. 4.4a and Fig. 

4.4b, respectively. Generally, the Nyquist plots exhibit a semicircle in the high-

medium frequency region, and another semicircle in the middle-low frequencies. The 

high frequency semicircle is attributed to a surface film which could be any electrode-

electrolyte interfacial film, the second semicircle at middle-low frequency range 

arises due to charge transfer and the diameter of each semicircle is a measure of the 

resistance of the corresponding processes.
83

 These features are observed even for 
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lithium electrodes immersed in non-aqueous electrolyte solutions. 
83, 85

 In both 

solutions, the fresh cell displays a time-varying impedance response, with the general 

trend being a decrease in the middle-low frequency semicircle and an increase in the 

high frequency semicircle. This indicates that when Na metal is placed in these 

solutions, sodium ions are being consumed to form a passivation layer on it. Over 

time, the passivation layer appears to reach a meta-stable state. Hence, the growth of 

the passivation layer on the Na CE electrode is time-dependent. Furthermore, the 

passivation layer formed in the EC:PC solution appears to be more resistive than that 

formed in PC solution. It is interesting to note that no significant difference was 

observed in the Nyquist plots of the NTP electrodes in EC:PC vs PC solutions (Fig. 

4.4c). The induction loop seen at low frequencies is believed to be a consequence of 

the two-phase sodium storage mechanism of NTP and is observed by other groups as 

well.
86, 87

 

 

Figure 4.5 | EIS studies while cycling along with implications of the voltage step on full NIBs. (a) Points 

chosen for EIS measurements during cycling at 5 C. Corresponding Nyquist plots in EC:PC for (b) Na 

CE and  (c) NTP WE and  (d) Na CE in PC. Please note that for (c) and (d) “Mid charge” and “Fully 

charged” mean data collected at 65 mAh/g and at 3 V during charging, respectively. The scale of the x 

and y axes have been purposely kept different to help conveniently gauge the shape of the impedance 

spectra. (e) NVP//NTP full sodium-ion cell cycled at 5 C.  

 

To study how these passivation layers change during the course of cycling, EIS plots 

were obtained at different states of discharge/charge in EC:PC solutions at 5 C rate, 
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as depicted in Fig. 4.5a. As seen from Fig. 4.5b, a drastic increase is observed in the 

resistance of the passivation layer (indicated by the diameter of the high frequency 

semicircle) formed on the Na CE around the voltage step (points B and C). Upon 

charge of the cell, the resistance gradually decreases to much smaller values. No 

significant differences are seen in the corresponding Nyquist plots of the NTP 

electrode (Fig. 4.5c).These observations imply two points. Firstly, during the course 

of cycling, an in-situ surface film of high resistance is formed on the Na CE during 

discharge which dissolves in the following charging step. This process is repeated in 

each cycle. Secondly, the increase in resistance of the passivation layer necessitates 

over-potential of the Na CE and it is this over-potential that manifests itself as the 

observed step in the two-electrode galvanostatic profile.   

For the case of PC solutions, Nyquist plots were obtained at the same capacity values 

during discharge with respect to Fig. 4.5a, and are depicted in Fig. 4.5d. The 

resistance of the Na CE’s passivation layer was essentially found to remain 

unchanged during the course of discharge. Hence, no voltage step is seen if the 

solvent is PC. Similar to the EC:PC case, this passivation layer formed on Na CE 

dissolves during the charging step and reforms in the next discharge step. Comparing 

the behavior in the two solutions, it can be concluded that the high resistivity of the 

passivation layer in the EC:PC solution must come from the presence of EC (in line 

with the higher reactivity of EC for reduction processes compared to PC).  

4.4.5 Voltage Step Phenomenon in Full Cells 

Since EC:PC has a pronounced effect on Na CE leading to the voltage step, the 

question arises as to how this phenomenon would affect a full sodium-ion cell which 

does not contain sodium metal. To understand this point, a full sodium-ion cell was 

fabricated with NVP as the cathode and NTP as the anode. The cycling of this full 

cell is depicted in Fig. 4.5e at a high 5 C rate. Smooth and flat profiles for both the 

NVP and NTP electrodes result in no voltage step being observed in the full cell’s 
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cycling profile. Hence, for the voltage step to be observed, not only EC:PC mixture  

is essential, but also sodium metal acting as the counter electrode. 

It should be kept in mind that this passivation layer has nothing to do with the state of 

the WE surface which is often influenced by SEI. SEI effects are seen at highly 

reducing voltages being really noticeable only below 0.9 V vs Na/Na
+
 in sodium 

batteries.
88

  SEI formation on the NTP electrode does not take place since the lower 

cut-off potential in this work was 1.5 V. The unique passivation phenomenon 

described herein relates to the presence of EC in sodium battery systems. The existing 

knowledge gathered on the formation and traits of SEI in lithium and sodium batteries 

may not be applicable to this passivation phenomenon. Hence, a new chemical and 

physical explanation needs to be developed to understand it. 

4.4.6 High Polarization of the Sodium CE 

Apart from the voltage step phenomenon, these results also illustrate the high 

polarization of sodium metal in alkyl carbonate solvent based solutions. Referring to 

Fig. 4.3, one can notice that the Na CE operates not quite at 0.0 V vs Na/Na
+
, as one 

may expect. Instead, at a 5 C rate, the polarization of Na metal CE can be as much as 

0.1 – 0.2 V vs Na/Na
+
. In fact, as the rate of cycling increases, so does the 

polarization, as is evident from Fig. 4.6, which compares the polarization of the Na 

CE at different C rates during discharge with NTP as the WE in a three-electrode cell. 

It should be kept in mind that this polarization is a result of the current density 

experienced by the Na CE. Hence, for extremely heavily loaded WE or high capacity 

anode materials (such as those based on conversion or alloy reactions where the 

capacity can approach 1,000 mAh/g or even higher), even cycling at C/5 may elicit 

the increased polarization and also the voltage step, since such effects are prevalent 

even at low current densities, but are just not as noticeable.  
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Figure 4.6 | Illustration of the increase in Na CE’s polarization during galvanostatic cycling at different 

C rates in alkyl carbonate solvents based solutions. The WE was NTP. Electrolyte was 1M NaClO4 in 

EC:PC (1:1 v/v). 

 

This fact has important implications for the evaluation of low voltage NIB anodes 

such as Na2Ti3O7 in a sodium half cell. If the Na CE’s voltage itself can be as high as 

0.2 V, then, a low voltage anode whose redox voltage lies below 0.2 V vs Na/Na
+
 will 

not be able to reach its voltage plateau in the traditional half cell approach at high C 

rates: the two-electrode cell will prematurely reach the stated cut-off voltage 

predefined by the system/user (such as 0.01 V) even though the WE will not be at 

0.01 V. Figure 4.7 clarifies this point, by depicting the WE as well as WE-CE 

galvanostatic cycling curves during discharge at 1/5, 1, 5 and 20 C rates of 

Na2Ti3O7/C whose cycling performance was exhibited as Fig. 3.21 in the previous 

chapter. One can notice that at C/5, the low polarization of the Na CE (as well as the 

low polarization of the WE) enables the WE-CE profile to complete its discharge 

plateau, resulting in theoretical capacity to be displayed in the charge cycle. However, 

at high rates, the increased polarization of the Na CE is compounded on the increased 

polarization of the WE. For example, at 5 C rate, the WE delivered 99 mAh/g upon 

reaching 0.01 V vs Na/Na
+
. However, the WE-CE profile (which would have been the 

only profile seen during two-electrode cycling in a sodium half cell) would have 

indicated that Na2Ti3O7/C only delivered 66 mAh/g at 0.01 V vs Na/Na
+
. Hence, at 
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high C rates, one may need to be careful while interpreting sodium storage 

performance in a half cell. Perceived poor high rate performance could actually arise 

due to the fact that sodium was never inserted into the anode in the first place owing 

to the cell prematurely reaching the stated cut-off voltage. These results highlight the 

importance of utilizing a three-electrode cell for studying the sodium storage 

properties of electrode materials in sodium batteries.   

 

Figure 4.7 | Illustration of the possibility of erroneous data interpretation in sodium half cells of low 

voltage NIB anodes caused by increased Na CE’s polarization. Due to the increased Na CE polarization, 

the WE-CE profile of Na2Ti3O7/C operates correspondingly at lower voltages with respect to the WE 

voltage. This causes premature cycling stoppage owing to the WE-CE profile reaching the cut-off 

voltage prematurely. Please note that for this cell, the cycling was stopped only when the WE reached 

0.01 V vs Na/Na+. Electrolyte was 1M NaClO4 in EC:PC (1:1 v/v). 

 

4.5 Summary 

We have uncovered the reason for the unusual voltage step seen in the galvanostatic 

cycling profile of flat-potential electrode materials such as Na2Ti3O7, Na3V2(PO4)3 

and NaTi2(PO4)3 when cycled against sodium metal in EC:PC solutions. The voltage 

step arises due to an increase in polarization of the sodium counter electrode. With 

the aid of EIS, it was shown that this polarization must arise due to a passivation layer 

formed on the sodium counter electrode. While passivation layers are formed in PC 

solutions as well, its nature is different, since no polarization-step is seen. Hence, 

these cells do not exhibit the voltage step when cycled with PC solutions. It was 
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confirmed that the voltage step phenomenon does not relate at all to the working 

electrode (and any related surface aspects formed on it). It was clearly demonstrated 

(using full sodium-ion cells) that the voltage step with EC:PC solutions relates only to 

the sodium metal counter electrodes in the cells. Furthermore, the increased 

polarization of the Na CE during discharge at high rates may drastically skew cycling 

performance in traditional half cells and hence, their interpretation. These results 

demonstrate that the common practice of evaluating the properties of electrode 

materials for NIBs in half cells needs careful studies since there may be pronounced 

effects related to the sodium counter electrodes (not seen during half cell testing of 

Li-ion insertion electrodes). The lessons learnt from this chapter will be shown to be 

instrumental towards achieving the results stated in the following chapter.  
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5.1 Preface to Chapter 5 

Renewable sources of energy will become cost-effective if the energy storage system 

used to handle their intermittency is also low cost. Sodium-ion batteries (NIBs), 

relying on the globally widespread sodium resources, are appealing grid energy 

storage devices especially when integrated with earth abundant elements such as iron 

or titanium. High voltage iron-based cathode materials have been recently discovered 

which function very well in NIBs. No single NIB anode has been shown to possess all 

qualities required for a material applicable for grid storage. In this chapter, a new 

sodium storage pathway is unveiled for the anode Na2Ti3O7 for the first time. The 

Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 sodium storage pathway has the lowest voltage of 0.2 V vs 

Na/Na
+
 ever reported for a non-carbon based NIB anode along with negligible 

polarization, excellent rate performance (as high as 80 C, or a 45 s response) and 

cycling stability as well as a high degree of safety. Details about the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-

xTi3O7 sodium storage pathway are mentioned, along with its successful integration to 

a stable high energy density NIB highlighted by the highest voltage discharge plateau 

ever reported for any NIB which is not based on carbonaceous electrodes. The 

Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 sodium storage pathway is currently the strongest contender 

for high performance NIB anodes having the potential to be applied not just for both 

load levelling and frequency regulation grid storage NIBs, but also perhaps in electric 

vehicles. 
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5.2 Introduction  

Na2Ti3O7 has been regarded as a promising NIB anode since its sodium storage 

activity was first discovered in 2011.
57

 By storing two moles of sodium per mole of 

Na2Ti3O7 through a two-phase reaction mechanism between Na2Ti3O7 and Na4Ti3O7, 

it has a high capacity (178 mAh/g) and very low and flat voltage of 0.4 V vs Na/Na
+
 

upon sodium extraction.
57, 58, 88

 The major drawback of this material is its high 

polarization greater than 0.2 V. In fact, it has been proposed that the polarization is 

thermodynamically controlled (independent of particle size) and may not be below 

0.225 V.
59

 Such polarization > 0.2 V will result in an undesirably low RTEE. 

Furthermore, the fully sodiated phase, Na4Ti3O7, has been shown to be unstable due 

to self-relaxation
44

 which may be the reason for its poor cyclability observed in 

chapter 3 and also in previous studies.
41, 44, 57, 59, 61, 88

  

The following results are an outcome of an observation made regarding the 

appearance of a new charge plateau during the galvanostatic cycling of Na2Ti3O7 

when the lower cut-off voltage is altered, as described in chapter 3. In this chapter, we 

demonstrate the existence of a completely new intermediate phase between Na2Ti3O7 

and Na4Ti3O7; that of Na3-xTi3O7.  This new Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 sodium storage 

pathway for Na2Ti3O7 results in a very low charge plateau at 0.2 V vs Na/Na
+
 with 

negligible polarization which makes it the lowest activity redox voltage of any non-

carbon based NIB anode. We also show that this pathway displays excellent rate 

performance, retaining its charge plateaus even till 80 C, resulting in impressive 

energy as well as power densities at high rates. Its sodium storage mechanism will be 

discussed with the help of EIS and ex-situ XRD, along with performance implications 

to full NIBs. Finally, its application to a stable non-carbon based NIB exhibiting the 

highest voltage plateau ever reported leading to high energy density will be 

demonstrated as a proof-of-concept.     
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5.3 Experimental Section 

The same solvothermal synthesis approach to obtain Na2Ti3O7/C utilized in chapter 3 

was used in this work as well with most of the powder and electrochemical 

characterization being the same. Experimental details specific for this work are given 

below. 

5.3.1 Synthesis of Na3V2(PO4)2F3/C 

Na3V2(PO4)2F3/C was synthesized using a soft-template approach using sodium 

fluoride, vanadium (III) acetylacetonate and ammonium dihydrogen phosphate as the 

sodium and fluorine sources, vanadium source and phosphate source, respectively. 

CTAB was used as the templating agent and was dissolved in a milli-Q water- 

absolute ethanol mixture. The resulting solution was stirred for 12 h and dried using a 

rotor-evaporator. The obtained powder was then calcined under argon gas flow to a 

temperature of 350 °C for 3 h followed by 650 °C for 3 h in a tube furnace to give the 

desired product. TGA analysis revealed the amount of in-situ carbon in the as-

prepared Na3V2(PO4)2F3/C to be around 25 wt%. 

5.3.2 Electrochemical Characterization 

To evaluate the sodium storage properties of the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 pathway, 

composite electrodes were made with Na2Ti3O7/C: Super P carbon: CMC (or PVDF) 

in the weight ratio 80:10:10. First, required weights of Na2Ti3O7/C and Super P 

carbon black were added to CMC-water solution (or PVDF- NMP solution). The 

resulting slurry was thoroughly mixed and then coated on an etched aluminium foil 

by the doctor blade method. The coated slurry was allowed to dry under vacuum for 

12 h at 110 °C, before being pressed by a twin roller at a pressure of 37 psi. The final 

electrode loading of Na2Ti3O7 (excluding the in-situ carbon) was between 1.5 – 2.0 

mg/cm
2
. These composite electrodes were used as the working electrode to construct 
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three-electrode and two-electrode cells. For the three-electrode cells, sodium metal 

(Merck) disk served as the counter electrode and a sodium metal ring served as the 

reference electrode. Commercial three-electrode cells provided by MTI (model 

number EQ-3ESTC15) were used. For the two-electrode cells, sodium metal disk 

served as the counter and reference electrodes, in a 2016-type coin cell. All cells were 

fabricated inside an Argon-filled glove box. 1M NaClO4 in EC:PC (1:1 v/v), prepared 

in-house from commercially available NaClO4 (Alfa Aesar) and solvents (Alfa Aesar 

and Sigma Aldrich for EC and PC, respectively), was used as the electrolyte in all 

cases unless otherwise specified. All other electrolytes were also prepared in-house 

from commercially available salts/solvents which were used as-received. The two-

electrode cells were cycled on an Arbin battery tester (model BT2000, USA) while 

the three-electrode cells were cycled with a VMP3 instrument (Bio-Logic, France).  

Please note that the voltage window to witness the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 pathway 

depends on the loading of Na2Ti3O7, the C rate used to cycle, the electrolyte used, the 

electrode composition, the morphology of the synthesized Na2Ti3O7 and on the 

quality of cell fabrication. As an indicator, the lower cut-off window was found to be 

around 0.16-0.15 V at a C/5 rate in 1M NaClO4 in EC:PC (1:1 v/v) electrolyte in the 

present study using Na2Ti3O7/C. For thicker loadings (>2 mg/cm
2
) or for alternate 

electrolytes or for solid-state synthesized Na2Ti3O7, the lower cut-off window could 

be as low as 0.12-0.10 V even for the C/5 rate. It should, hence, be understood that the 

lower cut-off voltage can be sensitive and may require some optimization so as to 

isolate the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 pathway.  

For the full sodium-ion cell with Na3V2(PO4)2F3/C and Na2Ti3O7/C, a three-electrode 

cell (MTI Corporation, model number EQ-3ESTC15) was fabricated with the former 

as the cathode, the latter as the anode and a sodium metal ring serving as the 

reference. The Na3V2(PO4)2F3/C electrode consisted of Na3V2(PO4)2F3/C: CMC in the 

weight ratio of 90:10 (no external Super P carbon black was used). The loading of 
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Na3V2(PO4)2F3 was around 1.2 mg/cm
2
. In the full cell, the weight ratio of the active 

materials in the cathode to the anode was around 1.9:1, to account for the first cycle 

coulombic inefficiency of the anode. To stay consistent with the electrode loadings, 

the cross sectional area of the cathode and anode were different: the Na3V2(PO4)2F3/C 

electrode’s cross sectional area was 2.0 cm
2
, while that for the Na2Ti3O7/C electrode 

was 0.95 cm
2
. For the pre-cycled full cell experiment, a similar three-electrode cell 

was constructed with the weight ratio of the active materials in the cathode to anode 

as 0.93:1. Both cathode and anode had a cross-sectional area of 0.95 cm
2
 and both 

were pre-cycled versus the sodium metal reference electrode for a few cycles prior to 

full cell cycling. 

EIS studies were performed on a three-electrode cell using the VMP3 instrument 

(Bio-Logic, France) between 1 MHz to 10 mHz and the resulting Nyquist plots were 

fit using the EC-Lab software (ver. 10.19). The cell was discharged to the required 

voltage at C/5 rate and allowed to rest for 10 min prior to measurements. CV studies 

were also performed in the VMP3 instrument at a scan rate of 0.05 mV/s in a two-

electrode cell. For the Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) study on sodiated 

Na2Ti3O7/C, an electrode comprising just the as-prepared Na2Ti3O7/C was prepared 

(without binder or conductive additives) and cycled in a 2016 coin-cell. The sodiated 

Na2Ti3O7/C (that is, Na3-xTi3O7/C) was hence obtained by opening the cell in the 

glove box, washing several times in PC, drying for 16 h in vacuum and finally 

scratching it from the aluminium current collector. The powder was then sealed under 

argon gas, taken to the DSC instrument and transferred into the DSC container in 

about 10 s in order to ensure minimal exposure to air during sample transfer. The 

container was then sealed and purged with N2. DSC measurement was then 

performed on a TA Instrument 2920 in N2 atmosphere up to 450 °C at a 10 °C/min 

ramp rate.  
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5.3.3 Ex-situ XRD characterization 

Ex-situ XRD experiments were also performed with a Bruker AXS D8 ADVANCE 

powder diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation source and operated at 25 mA and 40 

kV. For ex-situ XRD studies, solid-state synthesized Na2Ti3O7 was used in order to 

obtain better counting statistics (and reflection intensities) owing to its micrometer-

sized particles (please refer to chapter 3 for synthesis and material characterization 

details as well as for its sodium storage performance). The electrodes were made with 

solid-state synthesized Na2Ti3O7, Super P carbon black and CMC as the binder in the 

weight ratio 70:20:10 and were made to cycle to the respective states of discharge at 

C/5 rate corresponding to 1 mole sodium storage. The electrodes were then opened in 

a glove box, covered with Kapton Tape and all XRD patterns reported were obtained 

within 3 min as the discharged electrodes were found to be very unstable in air. The 

Kapton tape cover delayed phase transformation to Na2Ti3O7 long enough to obtain 

reliable XRD patterns. 

5.4 Results and Discussion 

5.4.1 Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 Sodium Storage Pathway 

The first galvanostatic cycle of Na2Ti3O7/C  cycled in a three-electrode cell between 

2.5 and 0.01 V (deep discharged) is depicted in Fig. 5.1a at a C/2.5 rate (2.5 h 

charge/discharge corresponds to one mole of sodium storage per mole of Na2Ti3O7 

based on a theoretical capacity of 88.9 mAh/g). Please note that, similar to our 

definition of “theoretical capacity” for Na2Ti6O13 being one mole sodium storage per 

mole of Na2Ti6O13, we have defined the “theoretical capacity” of this Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ 

Na3-xTi3O7 sodium storage pathway as 88.9 mAh/g based solely on one mole of 

Na2Ti3O7 storing one mole of sodium. In this voltage window, Na2Ti3O7 can 

accommodate two moles of sodium, resulting in a charge (Na extraction) capacity of 

178 mAh/g, consistent with previous reports.
41, 44, 58-62, 88

 A closer look at the discharge 
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(Na intercalation) profile reveals a distinct voltage step (see inset of Fig. 5.1a). In 

fact, this voltage step can be clearly seen in the first discharge profiles of this material 

in other reports as well.
41, 44, 59, 61, 62

 Such a voltage step was recently witnessed in the 

discharge profiles of Na3V2(PO4)3 and NaTi2(PO4)3.
15, 89

 In those systems, the 

interaction of EC and PC based electrolyte solutions with the sodium metal CE was 

responsible for the observed step (refer to the previous chapter) and it did not reflect 

the behaviour of the WE. 
89

 Even though EC:PC solution was used in this work, the 

three-electrode cycling depicted in Fig. 1a with Na2Ti3O7/C acting as the WE, a 

sodium metal disk acting as the CE and a sodium metal ring serving as a RE clearly 

reveals that the voltage step observed in Na2Ti3O7 actually arises due to the WE, as 

the WE-CE profile smoothly follows that of the WE. This observation implies that 

there must be an intermediate phase existing between Na2Ti3O7 and the deep 

discharged Na4Ti3O7, as there are two separate discharge plateaus. 

 

Figure 5.1 | Illustration of the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 pathway. (a) Three-electrode cycling of a 

Na2Ti3O7/C electrode from 0.01 – 2.5 V with the inset providing a zoomed-in view of the voltage step. 

(b) Representative galvanostatic cycling profiles at C/5 rate for the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 pathway (2.5 

V – 0.155 V) and at C/2.5 rate for the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na4Ti3O7 pathway (2.5 – 0.01 V), clearly showing the 

negligible polarization of the former. (c) CV curves highlighting the new oxidation peak seen around 

0.24 V for the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 pathway as opposed to the 0.47 V oxidation peak seen for the deep 

discharged material. 
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Indeed, if the lower cut-off voltage is limited to around 0.155 V (shallow discharged) 

instead of 0.01 V such that the material is allowed to intercalate sodium until the end 

of the upper discharge plateau (till the voltage step), the resulting galvanostatic 

profile of the charge curve is completely different (refer to Fig. 5.1b). The shallow 

discharged material now displays a flat charging plateau at 0.22 V, contrary to the 

0.44 V plateau witnessed for Na2Ti3O7 that was deep discharged to 0.01 V. The 

obtained capacity of 87 mAh/g during charge indicates that almost one mole of 

sodium was inserted in the Na2Ti3O7/C composite electrode during discharge, 

nominally forming “Na3-xTi3O7/C”. Please note that the amorphous carbon matrix 

may have taken part in sodium storage. However, as demonstrated in chapter 3, since 

the same Na2Ti3O7/C composite electrode delivered 178 mAh/g during charge if deep 

discharged (meaning two moles of sodium were inserted per mole of Na2Ti3O7 to 

form the established and well-understood phase Na4Ti3O7 
44, 58

 at its deep discharged 

state), we do believe that the intermediate phase’s composition formed during shallow 

discharge is Na3-xTi3O7 with x ≈ 0 (i.e., Na3Ti3O7). Confirmation of the crystal 

structure and exact amount of sodium in the intermediate phase Na3-xTi3O7 is 

currently in progress through in-situ XRD measurements. This charge plateau close to 

0.2 V makes the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 sodium storage pathway the lowest redox 

voltage non-carbon based NIB anode ever reported, being 0.2 V lower than the 

previous lowest voltage non-carbon anode, viz. the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na4Ti3O7 pathway 

demonstrating its charge plateau at 0.44 V (please note that the charge profile of an 

anode is most relevant in full cells as the discharge voltage of cathode and charge 

voltage of anode determine the discharge voltage of the resulting full cell). Further to 

charge/discharge plateaus observed, CV curves (refer to Fig. 5.1c) support the notion 

of a distinctly different oxidation-reduction mechanism operating, with a clear 

oxidation peak at 0.24 V for the proposed Na3-xTi3O7 → Na2Ti3O7 transition as 

opposed to that at 0.47 V for the Na4Ti3O7 → Na2Ti3O7 transition. Furthermore, the 

close proximity of the oxidation and reduction peaks for the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 
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pathway implies lower polarization and good reversibility.
9
  

 

Figure 5.2 | Long term cycling of the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 pathway in a sodium half cell over 1,500 

cycles between 0.10 – 2.5 V. (a) The charge capacity and coulombic efficiency obtained versus cycle 

number indicating the good capacity retention and a very high, stable coulombic efficiency > 99.5 %. (b) 

The galvanostatic charge and discharge profiles of the 2nd, 500th and 1000th and 1500th cycle highlighting 

the fact that there is no discernible increase in the polarization of this pathway (difference between the 

charge and discharge plateaus) even after 1,500 cycles. 

 

Indeed, the material can cycle stably and exceed 1,500 cycles at a 1 C rate with  

capacity retention of 73, 60 and 50% after 500, 1,000 and 1,500 cycles respectively, a 

stable CEff exceeding 99.5 % and negligible increase in polarization (refer to Fig. 

5.2). Please note that such a long cycle life is reported for the first time for any NIB 

anode demonstrating the majority of its charge capacity below 0.8 V vs Na/Na
+
, to the 

best of our knowledge.
6, 11, 21, 90

 Furthermore, as seen from Fig. 5.3a and Fig. 5.3b, it is 

impressive to note that the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 pathway demonstrates stable 

charge capacities of 86, 80, 78, 75, 71, 69, 64 and 55 mAh/g at various rates- 1/5, 1, 2, 

5, 10, 20, 40 and 80 C, respectively. This capacity retention of 64 % in switching 

from a slow C/5 to an ultra-fast 80 C (45 s response) highlights the versatility of this 

sodium storage pathway. In particular, the polarization in this material became 

significant only at 40 and 80 C (see Fig. 5.3c). In fact, this pathway’s polarization at a 

fast 10 C rate was the same as that displayed by the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na4Ti3O7 pathway at 

its slowest cycling rates. Moreover, the charge plateau was retained at all C rates 

(refer to Fig. 5.3a). The contribution of this charge plateau to the total charge capacity 

was found to be roughly around 41 % at all C rates, a fact that will be advantageous 

towards achieving high energy and power densities when this pathway is used in a 
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full cell (to be discussed later).  

 

Figure 5.3 | Rate performance of the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 pathway in a sodium half cell from C/5 to 

80 C. (a) Charge profiles at various rates with the discharge being performed at C/5 rate. (b) The 

corresponding charge capacity versus cycle number. (c) Polarization (difference between the voltages of 

the charge plateaus at different C rates with respect to the voltage of the discharge plateau at C/5 rate) of 

the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 pathway at various C rates.  

 

5.4.2 Understanding the Na2Ti3O7 → Na3-xTi3O7 → Na4Ti3O7 

Transition 

In order to shed light into the drastic differences witnessed in the respective 

polarizations exhibited between the two pathways, EIS was performed using a three-

electrode cell to obtain insight into their kinetic differences. The Nyquist plots are 

presented in Fig. 5.4a with the points selected for EIS shown in the top inset. The 

general shape of the Nyquist plots can be described as a series of semicircles obtained 

at high-medium frequencies, another semi-circle at medium-low frequencies, 

followed by a 45° straight line at even lower frequencies which tapers to high angles 

at the extremely low frequency points. These features are consistent with existing 

literature.
83, 91

 To obtain physically meaningful interpretation, the intuitive circuit 
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model proposed by Aurbach et al. was followed.
91

 In this model, each semi-circle can 

be represented by a parallel combination of a resistor and a capacitor.
83, 91

 The 

semicircles obtained at high and medium frequencies are attributed to surface layers 

comprising the SEI formed on the Na2Ti3O7 electrode caused by electrolyte 

degradation at the highly reducing potentials during discharge.
41

 This SEI is made of 

different layers and hence, more than one parallel R/C circuit connected in series is 

needed for its description as each layer has its own resistivity and capacity. 29, 42, 43 

These SEI-related R/C circuits will be followed by another R/C circuit in series in the 

middle-low frequency domain which represents the charge transfer into the bulk of 

the active material (Na2+xTi3O7 in this case). This last R/C circuit would represent the 

“charge transfer resistance, Rct” as often quoted in the literature which is deemed to 

be a gauge on how facile the sodium storage kinetics are in a material. At the next 

lower frequencies, ambipolar diffusion
92

 of sodium into the bulk of the active 

material (governed by a material’s crystal structure) can be modelled as a 45° straight 

line Warburg element connected in series with these R/C circuits. Finally, at the very 

low frequencies, this straight line with unity slope gives way to a vertical line, which 

represents the theoretical intercalation capacity of the material, and can be 

represented by a capacitor connected in series with the rest of the circuit. Due to 

variables such as electrode thickness, varying particle size that affects the chemical 

diffusion of the intercalating ion and a limit on the low frequency used to sample the 

EIS spectra due to practical reasons, there is often overlap of the last two elements 

which prevents an observation of a straight, vertical line at the very low frequencies 

(refer to references 83 and 91 for more details). In the present study, one resistor 

accounting for the resistance offered by the electrolyte solution (Rsol), two parallel 

R/C circuits connected in series accounting for the SEI (RSEI-1/CSEI-1 and RSEI-II/CSEI-II), 

one R/C element in series representing the charge transfer (Rct/Cct) and a Warburg 
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element (W) and a capacitor (Cint) connected in series for the low frequency region, 

were found to adequately fit the observed patterns (refer to Fig. 5.4b). 

 

Figure 5.4 | EIS analysis into the cause for the significant difference in polarization witnessed in the two 

pathways of sodium storage in Na2Ti3O7/C. (a) Nyquist plots of the EIS analysis at various states of 

discharge (shown as the top inset) with the variation of Rct with the state of discharge displayed as the 

bottom inset.  (b) A typical fit obtained using the circuit model (shown on the top of the figure) with the 

experimental curve recorded at “E” from (a).  

 

Upon application of the above model (refer to Fig. 5.4b), a good agreement with the 

observed pattern was obtained. A closer examination of Fig. 5.4a reveals very similar 

Nyquist plots obtained for the Na2Ti3O7 → Na3-xTi3O7 (plots A - C) and Na3-xTi3O7 → 

Na4Ti3O7 (plots D – H) transitions. In particular, Rct (charge transfer resistance) was 

found to be similar for all spectra (see bottom inset of Fig. 5.4a). This fact is quite 

surprising since the significant differences in the polarization for the two types of 

pathways might have indicated differing charge transfer kinetics. Since this is not the 

case, the > 0.2 V polarization for the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na4Ti3O7 pathway must be related 

to the chemical diffusion (ambipolar diffusion which involves coupled transport of 

Na-ion and electron within the crystal structure)
92

 of sodium which would be dictated 

by different structural considerations, especially if there are different phases involved 

in sodium storage of Na2Ti3O7. 
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Figure 5.5 | Structural changes occurring during the Na2Ti3O7 → Na3-xTi3O7 → Na4Ti3O7 transition. Ex-

situ XRD patterns on Na2Ti3O7 at various states of discharge as indicated by the cycling profile on the 

right. 

 

To clarify this point, ex-situ XRD patterns were collected at different stages of the 

discharge (refer to Fig. 5.5). As discharge proceeded, the reflections associated with 

the parent Na2Ti3O7 phase decreased in intensity. Simultaneously, new sets of 

reflections appeared at 2θ = 10.93, 16.10 and 43.72 ° and increased in intensity during 

the upper discharge plateau  at the expense of those belonging to the parent Na2Ti3O7 

phase (see patterns collected at points A, B and C in Fig. 5.5). At the end of the upper 

discharge plateau with the transformation of Na2Ti3O7 to Na3-xTi3O7, the reflections of 

Na2Ti3O7 disappeared (point C). Hence, it appears that the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 

pathway proceeds through a two-phase reaction mechanism and that Na3-xTi3O7 is a 

stable phase that forms at the end of the upper discharge plateau. Further discharge 

from point C (onto the lower discharge plateau represented by points D and E) 

systematically gave rise to a new set of reflections at 2θ = 12.2, 16.23, 39.56 and 

41.17 ° while those belonging to Na3-xTi3O7 decreased progressively before 

disappearing. These new reflections are consistent with those reported for Na4Ti3O7
44, 

58
 implying that the Na3-xTi3O7 → Na4Ti3O7 transformation is also two-phase in 

nature. Therefore, in the course of sodium intercalation, Na2Ti3O7 exhibits two 
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different voltage plateaus, with each plateau associated with a different two-phase 

reaction mechanism. The fact that two discharge plateaus are witnessed upon deep 

discharge (to 0.01 V) corresponding to the Na2Ti3O7 → Na3-xTi3O7 and Na3-xTi3O7 → 

Na4Ti3O7 two-phase reactions respectively, but only the 0.44 V charge plateau 

(corresponding to that for the established Na4Ti3O7 → Na2Ti3O7 two-phase reaction) 

is witnessed during charge, implies an irreversible phase transformation during deep 

discharge to 0.01 V which causes the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 pathway to be lost in the 

subsequent cycles. If this was not the case, the charge cycle of a deep discharged 

Na2Ti3O7 electrode should have also displayed two separate charge plateaus.  In 

summary, during deep discharge, Na2Ti3O7 forms the distinct phases of Na3-xTi3O7 

and Na4Ti3O7, but during charge, Na4Ti3O7 transforms to Na2Ti3O7 directly without 

the formation of the Na3-xTi3O7 phase. Hence, to witness the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 

pathway over many cycles, it is imperative that the irreversible transformation of Na3-

xTi3O7 to Na4Ti3O7 is avoided by appropriately limiting the extent of sodiation during 

discharge (by limiting the voltage window).  

This irreversibility explains the cause and subsequent loss of the 0.25 V charge 

plateau witnessed by us previously in chapter 3.
88

 In the previous study, the lower 

cut-off voltage of 0.1 V caused the cycling to stop around the middle-end region of 

the lower discharge plateau. Hence, the first charge cycle displayed an incomplete 

plateau for the Na3-xTi3O7 → Na2Ti3O7 transition at 0.25 V (for the partial Na3-xTi3O7 

that had not yet irreversibly transformed to Na4Ti3O7) as well as the expected charge 

plateau around 0.44 V of the Na4Ti3O7 → Na2Ti3O7 pathway (for the majority of Na3-

xTi3O7 that had irreversibly transformed to Na4Ti3O7). However, with each such 

discharge, the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 pathway was progressively lost due to the 

structural irreversibility causing a gradual vanishing of 0.25 V charge plateau.
88

 The 

different phases (Na2Ti3O7, Na3-xTi3O7 and Na4Ti3O7) involved in the sodium storage 

in Na2Ti3O7 may give rise to different sodium migration routes which would likely 
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affect the chemical diffusion of sodium in them. This may help explain the large 

difference seen in the polarization of the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 and the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ 

Na4Ti3O7 pathways. Atomistic simulation studies on the resolved crystal structure of 

Na3-xTi3O7 obtained from the in-situ XRD experiments would help in resolving this 

point. However, based on the similarity of the XRD reflection positions of Na2Ti3O7 

and Na3-xTi3O7, two speculations about the crystal structure of Na3-xTi3O7 can be 

drawn from the ex-situ XRD studies. Firstly, it can be speculated that these phases 

(Na2Ti3O7 and Na3-xTi3O7) may be very similar to each other in terms of 

crystallographic parameters. This may perhaps result in similar sodium migration 

routes in them which may explain the ease of sodium insertion/extraction between 

these two phases contributing to the minimal polarization of this pathway. Secondly, 

it can also indicate minimal volume variation experienced by the crystal structure in 

going from Na2Ti3O7 to Na3-xTi3O7, a fact which would help explain the long cycle 

life of the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 sodium storage pathway.   

5.4.3 Safety of Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 Pathway  

A very important requirement for the commercial prospects of this reaction pathway 

would be the thermal stability of the sodiated material, i.e., Na3-xTi3O7. The risks of 

thermal runaway in a battery would be compounded if there are any exothermic 

reactions abetting it. It is a known fact that a battery is most unstable at the fully 

charged state (the cathode would be de-sodiated and the anode would be sodiated). 

Hence, a DSC experiment was conducted on Na3-xTi3O7/C (electrochemically stopped 

at this composition) to search for the onset of an exothermic peak and the result is 

shown in Fig. 5.6a. Na3-xTi3O7/C demonstrates its first exothermic peak at a relatively 

safe temperature of 376 °C. The inherent high degree of safety for the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ 

Na3-xTi3O7 sodium storage pathway is also an attractive feature since NIBs 

incorporating this pathway may afford to have no strict battery management systems 
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which would possibly reduce their cost. Of equal importance is that the sodium 

storage performance of Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 pathway is similar in different 

electrolytes that use salts other than the explosive NaClO4 which is the most widely 

used salt in NIB research currently (refer to Fig. 5.6b). This flexibility in switching to 

safer salts without a drop in performance is an added benefit. Further electrolyte 

optimization is currently in progress. 

 

Figure 5.6 | Illustration of the high degree of safety exhibited by the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 sodium 

storage pathway. (a) DSC curves on Na2Ti3O7/C that was sodiated to Na3-xTi3O7/C. To eliminate 

influences from the binder and carbon black, Na2Ti3O7/C was coated on an aluminium current collector 

without the binder and conductive additive and made to cycle in a half cell. The DSC curve shows good 

thermal stability exhibited by Na3-xTi3O7/C with the first exothermic peak appearing only at 376 °C. (b) 

Galvanostatic cycling of as-prepared Na2Ti3O7/C composite electrode in different electrolytes, 

illustrating that the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 pathway can be reversible in a host of different and safer 

electrolytes. This versatility means the use of the explosive NaClO4 salt would not be necessary. Please 

note that a representative C/5 cycle is presented. 

 

5.4.4 Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 Anode Application to NIBs 

 

Figure 5.7 | Sodium storage performance of Na3V2(PO4)2F3/C cathode in a sodium half cell. (a) Rate 

capability test from C/5 to 20 C with charging performed at C/5. Excellent capacity retention is obtained 

at all rates. (b) The corresponding discharge curves at the various rates with a sample C/5 charging 

curve. Due to the high polarization, the material discharges at lower voltage values as the C rate 

increases. Due to the imposed lower cut-off voltage at 2.0 V, the material is not allowed to fully store 

sodium at high rates as the high polarization causes premature stoppage of cycling. 
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The major advantage of the reaction pathway proposed in this article is its very low 

voltage plateau. This would translate into a high voltage NIB if paired with an 

appropriate cathode. To this end, Na3V2(PO4)2F3 was chosen as a suitable cathode 

since it has been shown to possess two plateaus in its galvanostatic cycling at high 

voltages of 3.7 and 4.2 V vs Na/Na
+
, storing sodium through a solid-solution 

mechanism.
12

 We have synthesized Na3V2(PO4)2F3 through a soft-template method 

and the resulting carbon coated Na3V2(PO4)2F3, termed “Na3V2(PO4)2F3/C”, 

demonstrates excellent cycling stability over 100 cycles and good rate capability as 

presented in Fig. 5.7. A full cell in a three-electrode set-up was hence constructed 

with Na3V2(PO4)2F3/C as the cathode, Na2Ti3O7/C as the anode and a sodium metal 

ring serving as the RE. 

 

Figure 5.8 | Sodium storage performance of a full cell employing the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 sodium 

storage pathway in a three- electrode cell. (a) The C/5 cycling of a full NIB with Na3V2(PO4)2F3/C as the 

cathode and the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 pathway as the anode with sodium metal as the RE in a three-

electrode cell. (b) Discharge profiles of such a full cell at various rates with the charging performed at 

C/5. (c) Illustration of stable cycling of this full cell over 80 cycles. The inset depicts stable cycling at 

various rates, whose profiles were shown in (b). (d) The full cell’s cycling profile at C/5 rate (calculated 

for Na2Ti3O7) if Na2Ti3O7/C is pre-cycled prior to full cell cycling. Please note: all capacity values are 

with respect to the weight of Na2Ti3O7, while all energy density values are with respect to the cumulative 

weight of Na3V2(PO4)2F3 and Na2Ti3O7.    
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A representative cycle at C/5 rate (calculated for the anode) is presented in Fig. 5.8a. 

One can notice that due to the high discharge plateau of Na3V2(PO4)2F3/C and the 

very low charge plateau of Na2Ti3O7/C, the full cell’s discharge plateau starts from 

4.0 V and continues to about 3.7 V accounting for 35 mAh/g (or 42 % of the total 

discharge capacity) before displaying a sloping profile. This NIB exhibited excellent 

and stable high rate performance. As shown by Fig. 5.8b and inset of Fig. 5.8c, a full 

NIB incorporating this Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 reaction pathway could be cycled up 

to 40 C with the polarization becoming a significant factor only from 20 C, chiefly 

due to the large polarization of the Na3V2(PO4)2F3/C cathode (see Fig. 5.7b). 

Furthermore, this fabricated NIB could cycle with essentially no capacity fade in 80 

cycles at a slow C/5 rate (refer to Fig. 5.8c). Owing to the very high voltage plateau, 

this full cell demonstrated a stable energy density of 85 Wh/kg based on the weights 

of the active materials in the anode as well as the cathode. The specific energy density 

of this full cell could have been much higher had the first cycle CEff of the anode 

been 100 % as more than double the amount of cathode had to be used to compensate 

for the first cycle ICL of the anode. To demonstrate this, a similar full cell was 

fabricated but with the Na2Ti3O7/C anode pre-cycled previously versus Na metal and 

a correspondingly lighter Na3V2(PO4)2F3/C cathode used. With this arrangement, the 

full cell delivered an impressive 130 Wh/kg upon discharge to 0.0 V (refer to Fig. 

5.8d).  
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Figure 5.9 | Calculated Ragone plot if the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 pathway were to be paired with the 

Na2Fe2(SO4)3 cathode in a full NIB. The calculations assume no first cycle ICL of the anode and the 

values are based on the active material weights in the cathode and anode (the weights being 

correspondingly balanced). One can see that such an NIB, composed of earth-abundant elements, would 

not only be inexpensive, but would have the potential for excellent performance especially at high rates 

where the full benefit of the low and flat charge plateau of the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 pathway can be 

experienced. The Ragone plots were calculated from the discharge curves of Na2Fe2(SO4)3 given in 

reference 16 and the charge curves of this pathway (shown in Fig. 5.3a). 

 

Due to inevitable electrolyte decomposition forming a SEI 
29, 42, 43

 on the anode at 

such reducing voltages close to 0 V vs Na/Na
+
, a low first cycle CEff  can always be 

expected for any NIB anode operating close to 0 V as electrons (and hence, sodium 

ions) are consumed towards reducing the electrolyte. If an appropriate method can be 

devised to achieve a first cycle CEff of 100 % for low voltage NIB anodes, the energy 

density of a full cell incorporating this pathway as an anode can be quite impressive 

(demonstrated in Fig. 5.8d), especially at high rates where the full impact of its low 

voltage plateau is experienced. To showcase the pathway’s potential as a high 

performance NIB anode, a calculated Ragone plot of this pathway against the recently 

discovered Na2Fe2(SO4)3 cathode
16

 is presented in Fig. 5.9 using the assumption of 

the first cycle CEff to be 100 %. In this way, the true performance of this new 

pathway would be captured without the ICL due to electrolyte decomposition 

decreasing the energy and power densities. These results, highlighted by a high 1000 
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W/kg and 50 Wh/kg response within a very fast 3 min, point to the potential use of this 

pathway not just for grid storage NIB application, but also perhaps in electric 

vehicles, provided the first cycle CEff is increased to near 100 %. Partial success has 

been achieved in this endeavour, with the use of CMC as binder instead of the 

traditional binder PVDF; the first cycle CEff increased from just 27 % to almost 50 % 

if CMC is adopted as the binder instead of PVDF (refer to Fig. 5.10), mirroring the 

positive impact of CMC in reducing the first cycle ICL on antimony electrodes.
42

 It is 

hoped that the research progress in NIBs can mimic that of LIBs with respect to the 

important issue of eliminating this first cycle ICL: by appropriate modifications, the 

first cycle CEff in the low voltage graphite anode for LIBs has been improved from 

just 22 % to over 89 %.
93

 

 

Figure 5.10 | Comparison of the first cycle coulombic efficiency (CEff) with different binders (CMC or 

PVDF). Use of CMC results in a dramatic improvement in the first cycle CEff with a huge reduction in 

the first cycle ICL by 167 mAh/g. For both electrodes, the same loading was used between Na2Ti3O7/C, 

Super P carbon black and binder in the same electrode weight ratio between these components 

(80:10:10). 

 

5.4.5 Potential of the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 Pathway in Grid 

Storage NIBs 

In this chapter, the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 sodium storage pathway has been shown 

to fulfil all qualities expected of an electrode material to be employed in grid storage 
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batteries, except for one: an ultra-long cycle life exceeding 4,000 cycles. Actually, a 

cycle life of 4,000 cycles can be expected for this pathway not only due to the 

expected minimal volume variation, but also due to the fact that at such low voltages, 

the stability and passivating ability of the SEI is a critical parameter towards 

achieving a long cycle life.
21, 94

 Further research needs to be expended towards 

optimizing the stability of the SEI. This would be a crucial factor as ultra-long cycle 

life has been displayed by NIB anode materials in half cells which were not 

discharged to such low voltages. For example, the sodium titanate phase Na2Ti6O13 

discussed in chapter 2 also experienced minimal volume variation in the course of 

sodium storage and displayed a cycle life in excess of 5,000 cycles.
72

 In that case, the 

voltage window of 2.5 – 0.5 V limited the growth of the SEI and hence, it was not as 

crucial of a factor in long-term cycling as it was in this case. 

In addition, care has to be taken towards interpreting electrochemical cycling results 

in a half cell, that is, cycling against sodium metal. This is because while sodium may 

be a good reference electrode, it is not a good counter electrode as it is covered with 

passivation layers in the carbonate-based electrolytes commonly used in 

lithium/sodium based batteries, as mentioned in chapter 4.
89

 Moreover, it has been 

demonstrated recently that this passivation layer interface of sodium metal adversely 

affects long term cycling due to decomposition of the electrolyte.
95

 Hence, the same 

anode could be expected to cycle with much improved capacity retention if cycled in 

a full cell which does not contain the unstably passivated sodium metal. This stable 

cycling in a full NIB was already demonstrated for the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 

sodium storage pathway (refer to Fig. 5.8c).  

5.5 Summary 

A new anode for NIB application is reported based on Na2Ti3O7. By restricting the 

voltage window such that Na2Ti3O7 is made to store ≤ one mole of sodium as opposed 
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to the conventionally-used two mole sodium storage of this material, a reversible 

charge capacity of 89 mAh/g can be obtained with the lowest charge plateau ever 

reported for any non-carbon based NIB anode at 0.2 V vs Na/Na
+
. This Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ 

Na3-xTi3O7 sodium storage pathway demonstrates minimal polarization, excellent rate 

capability with stable cycling up to an ultra-fast 80 C rate (45 s response) and good 

thermal stability in the sodiated state with no exothermic peaks below 350 °C. Ex-situ 

XRD analysis revealed that Na2Ti3O7 undergoes two separate two-phase reactions, 

with each such reaction eliciting a voltage plateau during discharge. Furthermore, it 

was discovered that the second mole of sodium storage causes an irreversible phase 

transformation which causes the loss of the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 pathway in 

subsequent cycles. EIS studies surprisingly showed no major kinetic differences 

between the Na2Ti3O7 → Na3-xTi3O7 and Na3-xTi3O7 → Na4Ti3O7 sodium storage 

transitions, indicating the role of the structure in the large polarization of the 

Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na4Ti3O7 pathway (> 0.2 V). The Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 pathway’s 

utilization in a full cell paired with the high voltage cathode Na3V2(PO4)2F3 was 

shown to lead to a NIB displaying the highest voltage plateau for any non-carbon 

based NIB (between 4.0 – 3.7 V) ever reported along with high energy density, good 

rate performance and cycling stability. It is believed that the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 

sodium storage pathway utilizing earth-abundant elements holds great promise for a 

low cost, safe and stable NIB meant for diverse applications demonstrating high 

energy and power densities especially at high rates and high RTEE, if paired with an 

appropriate cathode and the first cycle CEff is improved. In particular, this pathway’s 

application to grid storage batteries for both load levelling and frequency regulation 

seems very appealing even with the existing first cycle CEff.  
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6.1 Conclusions  

The research described in the thesis mainly aims to find a suitable anode material 

optimized for grid storage NIB application, to complement promising NIB cathodes. 

Since cost is a big driving factor for grid storage batteries, an approach towards 

utilizing earth-abundant elements in these anodes was taken. In this regard, two 

different phases of the sodium titanates were studied: Na2Ti6O13 and Na2Ti3O7. 

Efforts were made towards achieving the following important performance metrics 

for these NIB anodes for grid storage applications: low cost, long cycle life (in excess 

of 4,000 cycles), high RTEE and a high degree of safety. Simultaneously, the desire 

to increase the specific energy densities of these anodes by increasing their specific 

capacities and reducing their operating voltages guided the research to explore 

various synthesis and optimization strategies. With this in mind, the major 

conclusions of this thesis are as follows: 

1. Na2Ti6O13 is an extremely stable NIB anode capable of responding within 2 

min. Storing sodium through a solid-solution mechanism, it was shown to 

experience negligible volume variation in the course of sodium storage. This 

fact is undoubtedly responsible for it demonstrating an ultra-long cycle life of 

5,000 cycles with excellent efficiency. It was also shown to be very stable in 

the sodiated phase up to 500 °C, a fact that is important from a safety point of 

view. Furthermore, it exhibited a fairly low average voltage of 0.85 V vs 

Na/Na
+
. In a full NIB, this low voltage of anode resulted in a relatively high 

voltage battery when coupled with an appropriately high voltage cathode 

which could similarly cycle in a very stable manner with high efficiency for 

over 400 cycles with good retention. While its low capacity of 50 mAh/g 

would most probably preclude it from being used in batteries where the 

weight and size matter, it should not be a major factor for its utilization in 
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grid storage batteries. Its inexpensive and high yield synthesis described in 

this thesis is also a favourable quality which should help in decreasing costs. 

Na2Ti6O13 makes for an attractive grid storage NIB anode, especially for 

frequency regulation.  

2. During deep discharge (up to 0.01 V vs Na/Na
+
), Na2Ti3O7 can store two 

moles of sodium per mole of Na2Ti3O7 (corresponding to a specific capacity 

of 178 mAh/g) at a very low average voltage of 0.3 V vs Na/Na
+
. However, it 

displayed inadequate cycling stability required for grid storage application. 

Furthermore, it showed a high polarization (> 0.2 V) which would limit its 

RTEE if utilized in a full NIB. Kinetic studies indicated a relatively high 

sodium chemical diffusion coefficient of 3.48×10
-12

 cm
2
/s which should 

translate to good high rate performance. In this regard, the morphology of the 

as-synthesized Na2Ti3O7 is important. It was demonstrated that sub-

micrometric sized Na2Ti3O7 embedded within a conductive carbon matrix 

prepared by a novel solvothermal synthesis approach is capable of responding 

at 40 C rates (1.5 min response). However, it still displayed poor capacity 

retention which is believed to arise due to the instability of the deep 

discharged material (Na4Ti3O7), a fact that may limit the potential use of the 

Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na4Ti3O7 sodium storage pathway in a NIB. 

3.  An intermediate phase has been discovered and isolated in the galvanostatic 

cycling of Na2Ti3O7 in a sodium battery. This new anode reaction for 

Na2Ti3O7 results in it storing sodium via a two-phase reaction mechanism 

between the phases Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7. Ex-situ XRD analysis revealed 

that Na2Ti3O7 undergoes two separate two-phase reactions in its very first 

discharge which results in two separate discharge plateaus separated by a 

faint voltage step. The lower discharge plateau causes an irreversible 

transformation which leads to the loss of the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 sodium 

storage pathway in subsequent cycles. If this is avoided by restricting the 
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voltage window, then the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 pathway may display lesser 

capacity (≈ 89 mAh/g) compared to the conventional Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na4Ti3O7 

pathway, however, it demonstrates tremendous improvements in all other 

performance metrics. Firstly, the charge profile exhibited a flat plateau at 0.2 

V vs Na/Na
+
. This is the lowest reported redox voltage for any non-carbon 

based NIB anode. Secondly, the polarization of this pathway was found to be 

negligible. Thirdly, it was very stable in the sodiated state till a relatively safe 

temperature of 376 °C. Fourthly, its cycle life was drastically improved to 

1,500 cycles, in comparison to the ~ 100 cycle life for the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ 

Na4Ti3O7 sodium storage pathway. Lastly, it demonstrated excellent high rate 

performance with stable cycling even up to 80 C (45 s response). At all rates, 

the charge plateau was witnessed which is very advantageous as it would 

promote high energy and power densities in a NIB even at high rates.  

4. Utilizing the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 sodium storage pathway, a high voltage 

NIB was fabricated demonstrating its discharge plateau between 4.0 – 3.7 V, 

which is the highest reported value for any non-carbon based NIB. Such an 

NIB displayed a stable energy density of around 85 Wh/kg, with this value 

increasing to 130 Wh/kg if the first cycle ICL of Na2Ti3O7 is eliminated by 

pre-cycling the anode prior to full cell testing. Furthermore, this NIB 

delivered excellent performance at high rates owing to the extremely low 

voltage plateau of the pathway. Hence, this Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 sodium 

storage pathway has tremendous potential as a high energy and power density 

grid storage NIB anode. Its utilization in both frequency regulation and load 

levelling could be feasible, making it potentially an all-purpose anode 

material for grid storage NIBs. Moreover, if its first cycle CEff can be 

increased to near 100 % (through appropriately modifying the SEI formed on 

it or by discovering alternate electrolytes which do not decompose at highly 
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reducing potentials), then this pathway could even be used in electric vehicles 

owing to the expected high energy and power density of a NIB incorporating 

it if paired with an appropriate cathode. 

5. The unique voltage step observed when cycling flat voltage electrode 

materials such as NaTi2(PO4)3, Na2Ti3O7 and Na3V2(PO4)3 in a sodium 

battery during discharge at high rates but not at low rates, and not during the 

corresponding charge profiles, was found to be caused by electrolyte 

interaction with the Na CE. Surprisingly, this voltage step phenomenon only 

occurred in electrolyte solutions comprised of EC:PC solvent, but was not 

witnessed if the solvent was just PC. With a three-electrode arrangement, it 

was discovered that such a misleading phenomenon occurred due to an 

increase in the polarization of the Na CE during discharge. Such effects were 

shown to not arise at all due to the WE. Furthermore, the phenomenon was 

not witnessed in full sodium-ion cells indicating that the presence of EC:PC 

solutions as well as Na metal acting as the CE are essential towards 

witnessing the voltage step. The Na CE is evidently covered with passivaion 

layer(s) when placed in alkyl carbonate solutions and it is this passivation 

layer(s) that is responsible for the observed phenomenon. A new physical and 

chemical explanation needs to be developed to understand it.  

6. Sodium metal may be a good RE but it is not a good CE. Apart from the 

voltage step phenomenon that it can cause, the Na CE’s polarization increases 

by a huge factor as the C rate of cycling (i.e. the current density it 

experiences) increases such that its voltage is not close to 0.0 V vs Na/Na
+
 at 

high rates as one might expect. For example, during cycling at 10 C for 

NaTi2(PO4)3 or Na2Ti3O7 as WE, the Na CE may operate as high as 0.20 V vs 

Na/Na
+
 or perhaps even higher. Hence, if a researcher is evaluating the 

performance of a low voltage anode whose discharge plateau lies below 0.2 V 

(such as Na2Ti3O7) in a traditional half cell approach, then at high C rates, the 
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increased polarization of the Na CE would cause the cycling to reach the 

stated cut-off voltage (such as 0.01 V) prematurely. It is premature as the WE 

did not reach 0.01 V, only the WE-CE reached 0.01 V; if sodium was never 

inserted into Na2Ti3O7 in the first place, its charge capacity would be 

correspondingly lower. This is erroneous as the same electrode material 

would perform much better in a full NIB at high rates, hence, the stated goal 

of accurately evaluating the electrode material’s sodium storage performance 

by utilizing a half cell approach would not be achieved. It should be 

mentioned that such results seem to be unique to sodium batteries as such 

drastic increased polarization of Li CE in lithium batteries is not seen. These 

results highlight the importance of using a three-electrode cell while 

evaluating the sodium storage performance of electrode materials, as Na is a 

good RE but not a good CE. 

 

6.2 Future Research Directions 

Based on the conclusions drawn from this thesis, some future research directions can 

be outlined. These are as follows: 

1. Resolve the crystal structure of Na3-xTi3O7 through Rietveld refinement of 

in-situ synchrotron XRD data. This knowledge would be helpful in 

understanding how much sodium is present in the newly discovered phase 

Na3-xTi3O7 and hence, what is the theoretical capacity of this Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ 

Na3-xTi3O7 pathway. Accurate knowledge of its crystal structure will also 

help in analyzing the sodium migration routes present in Na3-xTi3O7 

(acquired through atomistic simulation studies on the resolved crystal 

structure) which would provide an answer as to why this pathway 

demonstrates such minimal polarization with regards to the Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ 
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Na4Ti3O7 pathway. The resolved crystal structure will also reveal the volume 

change experienced by Na2Ti3O7 in going to Na3-xTi3O7 which would help in 

understanding the good cycle life displayed by this pathway. 

2. A key component for achieving long cycle life in low voltage anodes is the 

stability of the SEI. Hence, there is much scope for engineering a stable SEI 

through appropriate selections of binder/electrolyte/electrolyte additives. 

Some efforts were undertaken in this thesis already (use of CMC as a 

binder), however, more progress would be needed. 

3. To obtain high energy densities in full NIBs, the anode should ideally 

display no first cycle ICL. If it does display a large first cycle ICL, much 

more cathode may be needed to supply the excess sodium, decreasing the 

energy density of a full NIB. For low voltage anodes such as Na2Ti6O13 and 

Na2Ti3O7, this would be a challenge as the ICL is not caused by any fault of 

the actual anode material; it is due to electrolyte decomposition at highly 

reducing voltages to form a stable SEI thus allowing further cycling. Hence, 

different strategies should be explored to reduce this ICL as much as 

possible. Again, the type of binder may be quite important to minimize SEI 

as CMC has already shown to almost halve the first cycle ICL in the 

Na2Ti3O7 ⇋ Na3-xTi3O7 pathway with respect to the use of the traditional 

binder PVDF. Since SEI formation requires electron conduction from the 

electrode into the electrolyte solution, engineering strategies which prevent 

this from taking place, such as by coating the electrode with an electronic 

insulator yet sodium ion conductor, may prove useful. 

4. Na2Ti6O13 has been demonstrated to function very well and in a reliable 

fashion in lab-scale NIBs. Hence, it would be desirable to attempt 

constructing industry-sized NIBs (the so called “18650” batteries) with 

Na2Ti6O13 as the anode as a proof-of-concept to see if its performance at the 

18650 level is as reliable as that observed at the coin-cell level. 
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5. If the above endeavour is successful, then it would be desirable to conduct a 

thorough safety evaluation of such 18650 NIBs using Na2Ti6O13 utilizing 

various techniques the industry uses for evaluating batteries meant for the 

market. In this regard, thermal studies would also need to be conducted. If 

the outcome of all these studies indicates that Na2Ti6O13 is indeed as safe at 

the 18650 level as it is at the lab-scale, then, it could be ready to enter the 

market as a serious contender for frequency regulation grid storage NIB 

anode. 
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